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يتم تطبيق خوارزمية  .العجلاتفي هذه المقالة العلمية، تم تطوير نموذج ديناميكي كامل للملاحة المتينة لروبوت متحرك مع انزلاق  :ملخص 

باستخدام روبوت متحرك بعجلات تفاضلية مع الأخذ بعين الاعتبار  1ومقارنتها مع وحدة تحكم مبهم من النوع  2تحكم منطق مبهم من النوع 

في هذه المقالة نقدم نموذجا ديناميكيا يربط بشكل صريح اضطرابات وانزلاقات الروبوت وكذا ارتيابات مختلف معايير  .العجلاتق انزلا

 ، لاوة على ذلكع من أجل تقييم أدائها ومقارنتها. وابعاد الروبوت, يتم التحقيق من صحة ومدى فعالية المراقبين على سلوكيات مختلفة للملاحة

ذا انزلاق وك ،فقدان كفاءة المحركات ،ارتيابات متعلقة بمختلف المعطيات ،)أخطاء النمذجة العديد من اختيارات متقدمة في المتانة تم انشاء

من وحدات التحكم باستخدام محاكي روبوتي  2والنوع  1كم. يتم التحقق من فعلية المراقب المبهم النوع حالأرضية ( لمقارنة كفاءة كل وحدة ت

V-REP ي البيئة فMATLAB®  2وفق عدة تجارب. تأكد النتائج التي تم الحصول عليها بوضوح فعالية المراقب المبهم نوع IT2FLC 

 خاصة عند الأخذ بعين الاعتبار انزلاق العجلات. T1FLC 1مقارنة بالمراقب نوع 

، محاكي روبوتي 2 ف معايير، المراقب المبهم نوعروبوت متحرك بعجلات تفاضلية، انزلاق العجلات، ارتيابات مختل الكلمات المفتاحية:

V-REP 

RÉSUMÉ : Dans ce travail, un modèle dynamique complet pour robot mobile à glissement de roue est 

développé pour une navigation robuste. L'algorithme du contrôleur de logique floue de type 2 est mis en 

œuvre et comparé au contrôleur de flou de type I utilisant un robot mobile à roues d'entraînement différentiel 

(DDWMR) en présence de roues glissant du point de vue de la conception des commandes. Nous présentons 

un modèle dynamique qui relie explicitement les perturbations au patinage du véhicule et aux incertitudes 

sur les paramètres. Les deux contrôleurs sont validés sur différents comportements de navigation pour 

évaluer leurs performances. De plus, de nombreux tests de robustesse avancés (erreurs de modélisation, 

incertitudes de localisation, perte d'efficacité des moteurs, sol glissant) sont établis pour comparer l'efficacité 

de chaque contrôleur. Les contrôleurs de logique floue de type 1 et de type 2 à intervalle sont validés à l'aide 

du simulateur robotique V-REP sur l'environnement MATLAB® et les scénarios réels sont pris en compte. 

Les résultats obtenus montrent clairement les performances de l'IT2FLC par rapport au contrôleur T1FLC, 

en particulier lorsque l'on tient compte du patinage important et de l'incertitude des paramètres.  

MOTS CLÉS : Robot mobile à roues à entraînement différentiel; Glissement de roue dynamique; 

Paramètres incertitudes; Analyse de robustesse; Contrôleur de logique floue de type 2; Plateforme 

d'expérimentation de robot virtuel.  

ABSTRACT : In this work, a full dynamic model for mobile robot with wheel slip is developed for robust 

navigation. The type 2 fuzzy logic controller algorithm is implemented and compared to the type 1 fuzzy 

controller using a differential drive wheels mobile robot (DDWMR) in the presence of wheel slipping from 

the perspective of control design. We present a dynarnic model that explicitly relates perturbations to the 

vehicle slipping and parameters uncertainties. Both controllers are validated on different behaviors of 

navigation to evaluate their performances. Furthermore, many advanced robustness tests (modeling en-ors, 

localisation uncertainties, loss of efficiency of motors, sliding ground) are established to compare the 

efficiency of each controller. Type 1 and interval type 2 fuzzy logic controllers are validated using V-REP 

robotic simulator on MATLAB environment and real scenario are considered. The obtained results show 

clearly the performances of the IT2FLC comparing to the TIFLC controller especially when significant 

wheel slip and parameters uncertainty are considered.  

KEYWORDS : Differential Drive Wheeled Mobile Robot; Wheel Slip Dynaniic; Parameters uncertainties; 

Robustness analysis; Type 2 fuzzy logic controller; Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

Symbols Designation 

𝑅𝑙  and 𝑅𝑟  Left and right wheel radius 

∆𝑅𝑙 and ∆𝑅𝑟 Left and right wheel radius deviation 

(𝑥; 𝑦; 𝜃)  The robot position and orientation 

(∆𝑥; ∆𝑦; ∆𝜃) Path traveled in the last sampling interval 

∆𝑠𝑟 and ∆𝑠𝑙 Traveled distances for right and left wheel respectively 

𝑏  Distance between the two wheels of differential drive robot 

𝐹𝑥 The longitudinal force developed between the road and the wheel in the x 

direction 

𝐹𝑦 The lateral force developed between the road and the wheel in the y 

direction 

𝐹𝑧  The normal force on the wheel in z direction 

𝑀𝑥 The payment moment around the x-axis 

𝑀𝑦  The moment of rolling resistance around the y-axis 

𝑀𝑧  The moment of self-alignment around the z-axis 

𝑣𝑟   The linear velocity of translation of the contact point between the right 

wheel and the road 

𝑣𝑙  The linear velocity of translation of the contact point between the left wheel 

and the road 

𝜔   The angular velocity of the wheel rotation 

𝑟   The rolling radius when a wheel rolls freely 

ξr, ξl and δr, δl   The longitudinal and lateral slip displacement for the right and left wheel 

respectively 

(x, y, z)   The absolute positions 

(φ, θ, ψ)   The absolute orientations with the Euler angles 

R  The radius of each wheel 

d The distance between the center of mass (Point D) and mid-point of the axis 

center of driving wheels (Point A) 

L Each wheel distance to point a and it is the robot length 

∆𝐿    Deviation along the length of the robot 

φ̇R and φ̇L  The right and left wheel angular velocities respectively 

C The distance between point A and instantaneous center of curvature (ICC) 

𝑚𝑐   The DDWMR mass without the driving wheels and actuators (DC Motors) 

𝑚𝑤 The mass of each driving wheel (with actuator) 

𝐼𝑐   The moment of inertia of the DDWMR following the vertical axis through 

the center of mass 



 

𝐼𝑤   The moment of inertia of each driving wheel (with actuator) around the 

wheel axis 

𝐼𝑚 The moment of inertia of each driving wheel with a motor around the wheel 

diameter 

𝑖𝑎  The armature current 

(𝑅𝑎, 𝐿𝑎)  The resistance and inductance of the armature winding respectively 

𝑚𝑐   The DDWMR mass without the driving wheels and actuators (dc motors) 

𝑒𝑎   The back fem 

𝜔𝑚   The rotor angular speed 

𝜏𝑚  The motor torque, 

(𝐾𝑡 , 𝐾𝑏)  The torque constant and back fem constant respectively 

𝑁   The gear ratio 

 𝐽  Moment of inertia of the motor shaft 

𝜏  The output torque applied to the wheel 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Robot or robotics is a fascinating term for human being that attracts lots of attention either 

in the form of hobby robots or in the form of industrial or military robots. Today, people life is 

highly attracted by various types of robots. The interest has been boosted by the fiction writers and 

the moviemakers who showcase innovative and futuristic ideas. Fiction has always fascinated 

designers/innovators in the field of science and engineering. Due to this fascination, a large 

community of scientists and researchers focused on design, modeling and control of robots for 

variety of applications in recent years. 

Historically, robots can be classified into two categories: stationary robots and non-stationary or 

mobile robots. Stationary robots are manipulator robots that can move in a fixed frame with a 

limited work envelope and use to bring the end effector to the desired position with the desired 

orientation. Unlike stationary robots, mobile robots can move around their environment and are 

not fixed to a single physical location. Mobile robots can be air, submarine or land. Among the 

terrestrial robots, we find the mobile robots with wheels, which is the object of our work. Wheeled 

mobile robots (WMRs) have many applications in the real world for military, industrial and 

commercial purposes as a means of logistics [1], agriculture or passenger transport [2], inspection, 

surveillance and specialized / non-specialized operations because of their efficiency and flexibility. 

Wheeled mobile robots are also useful for performing so-called 4D (Difficult, Dull, Dangerous and 

Dirty) tasks such as handling radioactive materials, decontaminating nuclear reactors, demining, 

inspecting tunnels, etc. In addition, WMR is an excellent platform for testing a variety of 

educational and research applications.  

There are researches covering this topic since the nineteen-seventies [3], so it is a mature field with 

lots of published algorithms and available tools. However, real applications in real conditions 

remain to be a challenge. 

In general, the autonomous navigation of WMRs is found to be a crucial area of research among 

the various problems of this category of robots. 

Indeed, the various navigation problems deal with WMR autonomous navigation under different 

assumptions (known model, precise location, non-slip ground) whereas an important aspect for 
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each realistic navigation task is to take into consideration real situations and scenarios (parameters 

uncertainties, modeling errors). Furthermore, due to their dynamic constraints, mobile robots suffer 

from wheels slipping leading to significant position drift (inaccurate localization).  The actuators 

can be affected by the interaction robot/environment, which lead to positioning errors.  

In fact, in this work, robust navigation algorithms based on type 1 and type 2 fuzzy logic controllers 

with deep robustness analysis are investigated in this thesis. We have implemented some navigation 

tasks using kinematic and dynamic model of the pioneer 3AT robot available at the Autonomous 

Intelligent Vehicle Laboratory (LVAI) of the Polytechnic Military School.  

Many advanced robustness tests (modeling errors, localization uncertainties, loss of efficiency of 

motors, sliding ground) are established to compare the efficiency of each controller. Many 

scenarios are considered, moving to a goal, moving to multiple waypoints with and without 

parameters uncertainties and track trajectory. Type 1 and interval type 2 fuzzy logic controllers are 

validated using V-REP robotic simulator on MATLAB® environment and real scenario are 

considered. 

The obtained results show clearly the performances of the interval type 2 fuzzy logic controller, 

comparing to the fuzzy type 1 controller especially when significant uncertainties are considered. 

Problem Statement  

Wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) control problems have been intensively studied in recent years; 

and apparently, most problems have been properly addressed [4] [5]. 

 However, most existing works assume that WMRs satisfy the non-slipping and non-skidding 

conditions. In reality, these assumptions cannot be met due to tire deformation and other reasons; 

hence, stability and control performance of these existing controllers are not guaranteed in real 

navigation. 

Thus, the autonomous navigation of mobile robotics remains an essential field of research; in 

particular, when real scenarios are considered (parameter uncertainties, modeling errors, etc.) 

taking into account several sources of errors. These errors can be summarized as follows: 
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- Sensor measurements are usually noisy due to the instruments. Generally, a robot is 

equipped with internal sensors like encoder and inertial sensors and external sensors as laser 

sensors, infrared sensors and cameras. Measured data from these sensors are generally 

uncertain and noisy [6] [7]; 

- Assembly errors that include linear and angular errors produced during the assembly of 

the various robot mechanical components; Interaction robot/environment can affect the 

actuators, which leads to positioning errors [6]. 

In order to overcome those uncertainties and to develop a robust, flexible and on-line controller for 

navigation, type 1 fuzzy logic controller has been used in [8] [9] [10]. 

However, when using type 1 fuzzy logic controller for mobile robot navigation all the 

aforementioned uncertainties are multiplied over fuzzification, inference and defuzzification [11] 

[12]. Those uncertainties can degrade the performances of the mobile robot navigation controller. 

Motivations 

First point, the concept of uncertainty is posed in almost any complex system including wheeled 

mobile robots as an outstanding instance of dynamical robotics systems. As suggested by the name, 

uncertainty, is some missing information that is beyond the knowledge of human thus we may tend 

to handle it properly to minimize the side-effects through the control process. 

Type 2 fuzzy logic has shown its superiority over traditional fuzzy logic when dealing with 

uncertainty. Type 2 fuzzy logic controllers are however newer and more promising approaches that 

have been recently applied to various fields due to their significant contribution especially when 

noise (as an important instance of uncertainty) emerges. During the design of Type 1 fuzzy logic 

systems, we presume that we are almost certain about the fuzzy membership functions, which is 

not true in many cases. Thus, type 2 FLS as a more realistic approach dealing with practical 

applications might have a lot to offer. Type 2 fuzzy logic takes into account a higher level of 

uncertainty, in other words, the membership grade for a type 2 fuzzy variable is no longer a crisp 

number but rather is itself a type 1 linguistic term. 
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Type 2 fuzzy logic controller has been used by researchers to overcome some of type 1 fuzzy logic 

limitations as shown in [13] [14], then, many researchers have explored the type 2 fuzzy logic 

controllers in various applications [15] [16] [17].  

In fact, type 2 fuzzy sets were initially introduced by Zadeh [18]. Hence, a simplified version of 

general type 2 set called interval type 2 fuzzy set is widely used [19] [20]. This kind of set has 

membership grades that are crisp interval sets bounded in [0,1]. In this case, the uncertainty is 

represented as a 2D bounded region that is called the Footprint of Uncertainty. Various researchers 

have explored the advantages of interval type 2 fuzzy sets [21] [22]. In mobile robotics, some 

researchers have explored mobile robots control using interval type 2 fuzzy logic [21] [23] [24]. In 

[25], Hagras presented an interval type 2 fuzzy logic controller to command a robot in indoor and 

outdoor unstructured environment. A mobile robot was tested under different sources of non-

systematic errors. The results showed that type 2 fuzzy logic outperforms its type 1 counterpart. In 

[22], an interval type 2 fuzzy logic was proposed for the control of a robot tracking a mobile object 

in the context of robot soccer games. In this game, the robot has to track a ball.  

In second point, in recent years, many researchers, all over the world, have paid attention to solving 

the tracking problems of WMRs by employing various techniques with the assumption “pure 

rolling without slip” being always satisfied. 

However, in practice, the assumption “pure rolling without slip” is often violated due to various 

factors such as slippery floor, external forces, and so on. The wheel slip is one of the reasons 

making the tracking performance of non-holonomic WMRs reduce considerably. Therefore, if one 

wants the tracking performance of the WMRs to be improved in such context, then control methods 

having the ability to overcome the undesired effects of the wheel slips must be taken into account. 

In this context, we propose: First, the full dynamic model with wheel slip consideration. Second, a 

robust solution based on the type 2 fuzzy logic controller. This latter is implemented and compared 

to the type 1 fuzzy logic controller. The performances of the proposed controllers are evaluated by 

simulations and validated using V-REP robotic simulator on MATLAB® environment and real 

scenario are considered. 
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Contributions 

The main contributions of this thesis are: firstly, the use of a dynamic model of the WMR 

taking into account wheel slip. Second, the implementation of a fuzzy logic controller type 2 to 

solve several navigation problems in different scenarios. Third, the deep robustness and evaluation 

of the controllers face modeling errors, uncertainties localization (odometry), loss of efficiency of 

motors and wheel slip. Finally, both controllers are validated and compared using the V-REP robot 

simulator on MATLAB®. 

Structure of the thesis  

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: The first Chapter is divided into three 

distinct parts: The first is a reminder of the generalities of mobile robotics and navigation methods. 

The second is a bibliographic search of previous DDWMR and robust control work. The third is a 

literature review on robustness analysis in mobile robotics. In Chapter II, uncertainties and errors 

modelling for a mobile robot are explained by the study of many advanced robustness tests 

(modeling errors, location uncertainties, loss of engine efficiency, slippy ground) are carried out. 

In Chapter III, different models of the DDWMR are presented: kinematic model, dynamic model 

with and without wheel slip then the DC motor model.  The theory of type 1 fuzzy logic controller 

and interval type 2 fuzzy logic controller are presented in Chapter IV with the development of a 

multi-waypoints navigation algorithm using both controllers. Simulation results and robustness 

evaluation are presented in Chapter V using Kinematic, dynamic as well as the V-REP robotic 

simulator on the MATLAB® environment. Finally, conclusion and future works are presented.    
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Chapter I. RELATED WORKS   

I.1. Introduction  

This dissertation covers a broad range of research areas such as modeling of DDWMR 

robot, wheel slip phenomenon, DDWMR robust control as well as robustness analysis. Thus, it 

requires broad literature survey encompassing multidisciplinary areas. 

In this chapter, we examine a relevant state-of-the-art for mobile robot and navigation techniques 

as well as more generally the research on the WMR and precisely the DDWMR. Finally, a literature 

research on the robustness analysis for mobile robot navigation will be investigated. 

I.2. Mobile Robotics and Navigation Methods 

In recent years, a plethora of research has been carried out on the control problem of the 

autonomous mobile robotic systems. This is mainly due to the growing application of these systems 

both in industrial and service environments. Some typical applications of such systems are for instance 

order-pick robots in automated warehouses, post-delivery robots in office buildings and deep see 

exploration robots. Different kinds of robots can be used in these applications [26]. In rough terrains, 

walking robots are usually preferred. On smoother surfaces, wheeled mobile robots have the advantage 

because they are much faster and more agile. Other kinds of systems such as unmanned aerial vehicles 

or unmanned under water vehicles are used when we need to maneuver in three-dimensional spaces. 

Wheeled mobile robots are the type of mobile robotic systems that we are considering in this thesis 

because they are most widely used among the class of mobile robots. This is due to their fast 

maneuvering, simple controllers and energy saving characteristics. 

I.2.1. Current and emerging areas of application 

The mobile robots are largely used in many areas (domestic, industrial, military …). In the 

last decade the use of mobile robots in strategic domains (Nuclear, Spatial, Submarine...) has been 

increased significantly, firstly, to save the human life and secondly to improve the required 

performances. Whether it is a civilian or a military robot, there are now robots capable of amazing 

feats in many sectors: 

· Nuclear robotic: nuclear robots can be used for maintenance, dismantling of facilities, 

decontamination, inspection and also for responding to accidents, etc....(Figure I-1) 
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Figure I-1 : Nuclear Robotic 

· Spatial robotic: space robots were used for lens placement on the Hubble telescope, Martian 

exploration (Figure I-2) as well as the small robot Sojourner (a Mars rover robot that landed on 

July 4, 1997 in the region of 'Ares Vallis planet, and was part of the Mars Pathfinder mission as 

shown in Figure I-3, etc.... 

 

Figure I-2 : Mars: NASA's OPPORTUNITY robot. 
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Figure I-3: Sojourner rover 

· Submarine robotic: these are robots intended for the inspection and repair of offshore structures, 

TITANIC exploration, seabed mapping, outlets (water, sewers), laying of telecommunications and 

electrical cables, etc ... (Figure I-4) 

.  

Figure I-4 : Aquanaut: the autonomous shape shifting submarine robot 

· Agriculture robot: fruit picking robots, planters, robotic weeding, guiding agricultural 

vehicles, automatic milking of dairy cows, etc. (Figure I-5). 
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Figure I-5 : Robotic Agriculture 

· Fun activities: competition robots ("Robocup") that mobilize many researchers and students over 

the world, etc. (Figure I-6). 

 

Figure I-6 : Robotics Competition 

· Health: robot for intelligent wheelchairs, cardiac, ocular, brain surgery, training applications in 

which we associate virtual reality and assisted gestures robotics (Figure I-7). 
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Figure I-7 : Robotics Health 

· Automatic Vehicles: Assistance with driving (using largely the results of work on mobile robots 

in location, obstacles avoidance, motion planning), small flying vehicles or drones (airships, 

airplanes, helicopters) for military applications, automatic mapping, high-voltage line inspection 

or mountain accident detection [27] (Figure I-8). 

 

Figure I-8 : Self Driving and Drone Technologies Services 

I.2.2. Types of mobility systems on solid ground 

System mobility is the combination of wheels choice of and their arrangement, which gives a 

robot its own mode of locomotion. There are mainly three types of wheels for mobile robots (Figure 

I-9): 

 fixed wheels whose axis of rotation, for fixed direction, passes through the center of wheels 

(Figure I-9.a);  

 centered orientable wheels for which the axis of orientation passes through the center of the 

wheel (figure I-9.b) 
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 Off-center steerable wheels, often called idler wheels, for which the axis of orientation does 

not pass through the center of the wheel (figure I-9.c). 

 Swedish wheels, wheels with several rolling directions, (figure I-9.d and e). 

 

Figure I-9: Conventional wheels: (a) Fixed wheel. (b) Centered orientable wheel. (c) Off-centered 

orientable wheel. (d) Swedish wheel 908. (e) Swedish wheel 458 

Obviously, for a given set of wheels, wrong arrangement does not lead to a viable solution. 

Moreover, it can limit the mobility of the robot or cause possible blockages. For example, a robot 

with two non-parallel fixed wheels could not go in a straight line! 

Mobile robots can be classified into: 

 Wheeled Mobiles: They are the most popular mobile robots for reasons of simplicity of 

design and control. Except in the case of a particular mechanical structure, the displacement 

is made only according to the movement of the wheels, we find: 

- Omni-directional wheeled robots (Figure I-10.a). 

- Robots with differential wheels (Figure I-10.b). 

- Robots type "tricycle": equipped with a fixed rear axle provided with two non-steerable 

wheels and a steerable center wheel (Figure I-10.c). 

-Robots "car" type: non-steerable rear axle with two non-rotating wheels with free rotation 

and two front wheels centering and steerable (Figure I-10.d). 
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(a)                                            (b)                                            (c) 

 

(d) 

Figure I-10 : Different type of wheeled mobile robots: (a) The KUKA Youbot Omnidirectional 

robot, (b) Pioneer 2DX: differential wheeled mobile robot, (c) Tricycle robot, (d) Robot type 

car 

 Crawler Mobiles: These are robots that have the best grip on the ground and are used when the 

ground is disturbed, mainly outdoors. The control is carried out by imposing a speed difference to 

the right and left tracks (Figure I-11). 

 

Figure I-11: Crawler mobile robot 
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 Mobile hands: most of the time, this kind of robots is used on ground with big difference of 

amplitude where it is necessary to choose points of support. The design and control of such 

mechanisms is complex (Figure I-12). 

 

Figure I-12: mobile robot with 6 legs  

 Mobile moving by crawling: These robots are used for the progression in galleries or pipes 

(Figure I-13). 

 

Figure I-13: Crawling Quadruped Robot 

I.2.3. Robot architectures 

Mobile Robot architecture is a mechanical device that performs tasks according to a 

program that has been assigned to it. Generally, robots have an architecture that can be schematized 

in most cases as follows (Figure I-14): 
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Figure I-14 Architecture of mobile robot 

I.2.4. Perception 

The following points can summarize the perception of the environment by mobile robots: 

- Defined by the set of measurement acquisition and information processing functions, perception 

allows environment analysis and / or modeling, in order to support the decision-making and control 

generation. 

- The mobile robot uses, to perceive their environment, environmental sensors, also called sensors 

that can be used alone or in combination. 

I.2.4.1. Classification of sensors in robotics 

- Internal sensors (proprioceptive)  

They are sensors capable of measuring the own (internal) information of the robot. Thanks to 

these sensors, the robot can determine the state of some of its components (kinematic, batteries, 

actuators, etc.). It can deduce its state in the environment [27]. 

For a mobile robot, internal sensors are the sensors of heading, speed, altitude by means of 

gyrocompasses, accelerometers, depth gauge, odometer, etc. 
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 Accelerometers: allow the measurement of the acceleration which, integrated twice, makes it 

possible to estimate the linear displacement of the vehicle (Figure I-15.b).  

 Gyroscopes: these devices allow measuring the orientation rate. There are mechanical 

gyroscopes that use the inertial properties of matter and laser gyroscopes that use the properties of 

coherent light (laser gyro) (Figure I-15.a). 

 Gyrometers: is an angular velocity sensor. The integration of this rotation speed measurement 

makes it possible to obtain an estimate of the heading angle of a vehicle (Figure I-15.c). 

 Magnetic Compasses: they allow the absolute measurement of the heading relative to the 

direction of the geographical north and are sensitive to the surrounding magnetic masses. It is 

impossible to use them inside a building (Figure I-15.e). 

 Inclinometers: they measure angles of attitude (pitch and roll) on the principle of pendulum 

accelerometers and are sensitive to Earth's gravity but also to any external acceleration applied 

to them (movements of the machine, vibrations, shocks) (Figure I-15.f). 

 

                  (a)                                 (b)                                    (c)                                 (d) 

                                           

                                   (e)                                                           (f) 

Figure I-15 : Different type of internal sensors : (a) 3-axis gyroscope and accelerometer - MPU-

6050, (b) MMA7455L accelerometer, (c) LSM9DS0 9-DOF Accel / Mag / Gyro / Temp Card, 

(d) 4 axis accelerometer and tilt sensor, (e) magnetic compass, (f) angle inclinometer sensor 
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- External sensors (exteroceptive)  

These sensors are capable of measuring information from the environment (external 

measurements). They allow the robot to model and map its external environment. 

They deliver information about the environment (recognition, model) or interactions between the 

robot and its environment (position, force, and obstacle) [27]. 

We can find as an exteroceptive sensor:  

 GPS (Global Positioning System) 

Acronym standing for Global Positioning System. Satellite geolocation system. The network of 24 

satellites (plus 4 satellites in reserve) currently in operation, developed by the American army, is 

made available to civilians. It allows determining the geographic coordinates of any point located 

on the surface of the globe. Its precision can reach 1 meter. The GPS is used in association with a 

map to find your way around and position yourself: hiking, sailing, trekking... 

How GPS works 

The operating principle of GPS is based on measuring the distance of a receiver from several 

satellites (the satellites are distributed in such a way that 4 to 8 of them are always visible). Each 

satellite emits a signal, picked up on Earth by the receiver, thus making it possible to measure very 

precisely the distance between the transmitter and the receiver thanks to the travel time. 

With the reception of signals from four satellites (three to obtain the point of intersection of the 

three spheres, a fourth for time synchronization), the mobile receiver is able to calculate its 

geographical position by triangulation. 

GPS accuracy 

Degraded voluntarily by the American army until 2000, the accuracy of GPS is today of the order 

of a meter, but depends on the equipment used and the number of satellites in visibility. 

 Artificial Beacon Detectors: This involves using fixed elements whose relative positions are 

known and using them passively or actively, communicating with the robot or not, in order to 

determine the absolute position of the robot. The most common artificial beacons are passive 

optical retro-reflectors that have the property of returning light in the direction of incidence. The 

reading of these beacons is generally done using a laser beam transceiver (Figure I-16.a). 
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 Telemeters: Their principle consists of measuring the time taken by an electromagnetic or 

acoustic wave (Ultrasonic, Infrared and Visible) to measure the distance which separates the sensor 

from the target on which this wave is reflected (Figure I-16.b). 

 Optical telemeters: The optical waves used in telemetry are produced by a laser diode operating 

in continuous or pulsed mode to emit a generally monochromatic light beam in the red (λ = 670 

nm), the infrared or the near infrared (780 nm<λ <850 nm). The spatial coherence of the laser light 

makes it possible to obtain beams of very low divergence and high luminance. In robotics, we 

distinguish between impulse telemetry and phase difference telemetry. The acquisition of 2D or 

3D distance images requires the use of a mechanical system (rotating mirror) which allows the 

laser beam to perform a plane or spatial scan (in site and in azimuth) of the scene (Figure I-16.c). 

 

 (a)                                         (b)                                           (c) 

Figure I-16 : A set of external sensors: (a) Pololu IR Beacon Transceiver, (b) LIDAR Lite v3 Laser 

Telemeter, (c) An USB Optical Telemeter, 

I.2.5. Localization 

Localization is a set of sensors and techniques allowing the vehicle to navigate autonomously 

or semi-autonomously in its environment [27]. Localization consists in finding or tracking the 

current position of a robot with known maps or dynamic environment using inaccurate, noisy and 

sensitive sensors. Generally, you cannot measure the position directly. We must rather estimate it. 

We find the relative location and the absolute location as shown in the figure I-17. 

 Relative localization: allows the vehicle to localize itself in the local frame "dead 

reckoning" using only the measurements of its own movements provided by its 

proprioceptive sensors. 

 Absolute localization: uses measurements of exteroceptive sensors to estimate the position 

of the vehicle in a global reference.  
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Figure I-17: Localization Methods 

The table I-1 is a summary of the characteristics of the localization techniques 

Table I-1 Summary of characteristics of localization techniques 

Technique Localization 

type 
Area of use Implementation Performance Span 

Odometry on 

drive wheels 
Relative: 

heading and 

position 

measurement. 

Interior and 
outside on 
flat terrain 

Simple Strong drift 

Errors on 

uneven ground 

unlimited 

Fiber optic 

gyroscope 

Relative: 

course 

measurement 

Indifferent Simple Slight drift a 

few ° / h 

unlimited 

inclinometers 

 
Absolute: 

Pitch and roll 

measurement 

 

Smooth 

floor 

Uniform 

movement 

 

Simple Good if no 

parasitic 

accelerations 

Error <0.1° 

 

0° to 90° 

 

Magnetic 

compass 

 

Absolute: 

heading 

measurement 

 

Outside. 

Medium 

free of 

magnetic 

disturbances 

 

Simple Error: a few 

tenths of a 

degree 

 

unlimited 

 

Strap-type 

inertial 

attitude 

system 

 

Relative: 

measurement 

of the three 

attitude 

angles 

 

Indifferent 

 
Simple 

 
Accuracy: a few 

tenths of a 

degree Low 

drift: a few 

degrees / h 

 

Unlimited 
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GPS 

 
Absolute : 

position 

measurement 

(x, y, z) 

 

Outside 

 
Simple 

 
Accuracy: some 

cm to some 

meters in 

differential 

mode 

 

unlimited 

2D 

localization 

on artificial 

optical 

beacons 

 

2D absolute: 

position and 

heading 

measurement 

inside 

 
Installation and 

modeling of the 

tag field 

 

Error 1 to 5 cm 

in position and 

<1 ° in 

orientation 

 

<20 m 

3D 

localization 

on artificial 

optical 

beacons 

Absolute 3D: 

measure of 

position (x, y, 

z) and 

attitude 

(ϕ,ψ,θ) 

Outside Installation and 

modeling of the 

tag field 

Accuracy: 

depending on 

the distance of 

the beacons 

100m to 

300m in 

distance 

and 10° to 

30° in 

inclination 

Map 

matching 

 

 

Absolute: 

position and 

course 
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I.2.6. Mobile Robot Navigation 

For several decades, various researchers and scientists have provided numerous 

methodologies on navigational approaches. Navigation strategies that allow a mobile robot to move 

to a goal are extremely diverse. Figure I-18; illustrate the navigation strategies classification given 

by a Trullier and Meyer [28], which has the advantage of distinguishing between strategies with 

and without internal models. This classification has five categories, from the simplest to the most 

complex: 
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Figure I-18: Navigation strategies 

 Reactive navigation  

A. Approaching an object 

This basic ability allows the robot to move towards an object visible from the current position of 

the robot. It is generally achieved by a gradient ascent based on the perception of the object, as in 

the famous example of Valentino Braitenberg's vehicles [29], which use two light sensors to reach 

or flee a light source. This strategy uses reflex actions, in which each perception is directly 

associated with an action (Figure I-19).  

 

Figure I-19: In Braitenberg vehicles, the speed of each of the robot's two motors depends on the 

values from two sensors that detect the light emitted by the goal 

Navigation 

strategies   

Global 

navigation     

(by map) 

Reactive 

navigation  

1- By topological map 

2- By metric map 

1- By approaching an object 

2- By Guidance 

3- By Association 
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B. Guidance 

This ability makes it possible to reach a goal, which is not a directly visible object, but a point in 

space characterized by the spatial configuration. The navigation strategy, often a gradient descent 

as well, is then to head in the direction that allows reproducing the desired configuration (Figure I-

20). 

 

Figure I-20: Reactive navigation: Guidance  

C. Action associated with a place 

This ability is the first ability performing a global navigation. In this case, the mobile robot can 

reach a goal or landmarks with invisible location or characteristics.  It requires an internal 

representation of the environment, which consists in defining places as areas of space in which 

perceptions remain similar, and in associating an action to be carried out at each of these places 

(see figure I-21). The sequence of actions associated with each of the recognized places defines a 

route that makes it possible to reach the goal. These models therefore allow greater autonomy but 

are limited to a fixed goal. A road that makes it possible to reach a goal cannot in fact be used to 

reach a different goal. Changing goals will teach you a new route, independent of the routes to 

reach the other goals. 
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Figure I-21: Action associated with a place [27]. 

In each place, represented by a circle, the action to be takqqen to reach goal A is represented by an 

arrow indicating the direction to follow from this place. This strategy makes it possible to reach a 

distant goal in the environment but is based on fixed paths. In this example, the path from location 

D to location A and passing through the right of the obstacle has been learned. Joining place A 

from place D can only be made by this path. The shortcut on the left path, for example, cannot be 

used. 

 Global navigation  

A. Topological navigation 

This capacity is an extension of the previous one, which memorizes in the internal model the spatial 

relationships between the different places. These relationships indicate the possibility of moving 

from one place to another, but are no longer associated with a particular goal. Thus, the internal 

model is a graph, which makes it possible to calculate different paths between two arbitrary places. 

However, this model only allows planning of trips among known places and along known paths 

(see figure I-22). 
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Figure I-22: Topological navigation [27]. 

This strategy allows you to memorize a set of places and the possibilities of moving from one to 

another, regardless of any goal. To reach a goal, there must be a planning stage, which makes it 

possible to find, among all the possible paths, the path joining the goal. In our example, the shortest 

path between D and A can then be calculated, but only among the places and paths already known. 

This strategy allows, for example, bypassing the obstacle on the left but does not allow crossing it 

in a straight line from D to A. 

B. Metric navigation 

This capacity is an extension of the previous one because it allows the robot to plan paths within 

unexplored areas of its environment. To do this, it memorizes the relative metric positions of the 

different places, in addition to the possibility of switching from one to the other. These relative 

positions allow, by simple composition of vectors, to calculate a trajectory going from one place 

to another, even if the possibility of this displacement has not been memorized in the form of a link 

(cf. figure I-23). 
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Figure I-23: Metric navigation [27]. 

This strategy makes it possible to calculate the shortest path between two memorized places, even 

making it possible to plan shortcuts within unexplored areas of the environment. For this, the map 

memorizes the relative metric position of each of the places visited by the robot. Thus, it is possible 

to plan a trip between two places, even if the possibility of this trip is not recorded in the map. In 

this example, this strategy allows you to go from place A to place D by crossing the unexplored 

area. 

The models in the first three categories use reflex actions to guide the robot and are essentially 

differentiated by the type of perceptions used to trigger these actions. They are grouped under the 

generic term of reactive navigation. 

They can be very simple, do not require a global model of the environment but have a field of 

application often restricted. Behaviors of this type, however, remain essential in modern robots 

because of their simplicity, they are generally executed very quickly and they make it possible to 

perform low-level tasks, such as the avoidance of unforeseen obstacles, essential to the safety of a 

robot. 

I.3. Wheeled mobile robot (WMR) 

I.3.1. Definition, current applications, and future potentials 

Unlike the majority of industrial robots that can only move about a fixed frame in a specific 

workspace, the WMR has a distinct feature of moving around freely within its predefined 

workspace to fulfill a desired task. The mobility of WMR makes it suitable for a variety of 

applications in structured as well as in unstructured environments. For examples, Spirit, the 
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NASA's Mars rovers [30] have successfully demonstrated its ability to achieve the mission goals 

in exploring and running experiments on the red planet (Figure I-24.a). In military and high-risk 

hazardous environments, AB Precision Ltd [31] has developed Cyclops, a miniature remotely 

operated vehicle that has been in use in many military and law enforcement organizations 

worldwide (Figure I-24.b). It provides distinct advantages over human operators to complete 

critical missions in a safe manner. 

The list goes as the WMR can also be found in other field of applications such as in mining, 

transportation, entertainment and so on. The ever-increasing demand and applications of WMRs 

justify the research needs and potentials of this very fascinating topic. We should expect WMR in 

the future to have stronger autonomous capabilities and higher agility, be able to self-learn and 

reliable for continuous operation regardless of time and environment. 

 

                                    (a)                                                                                  (b) 

Figure I-24: (a) Spirit – NASA Solar System Exploration. (b) Cyclops Mk4D – Miniature Remotely 

Operated Vehicle (MROV).  

I.3.2. Research on WMR - modeling, planning and control 

In general, the research on WMR can be divided into several components namely: WMR 

modeling, localization, planning and navigation strategies as well as mobility and communication 

system [32]. 

The relationship between all these components is shown in figure I-25. 
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Figure I-25: The relationship between components in the autonomous control application of WMR 

The research in WMR mobility is related to understand the physical mechanics of the robot 

platform, the model of the interaction between the robot and its environment as well as the overall 

effect of control algorithm on the WMR. In localization, the research objective is to estimate the 

position, attitude, velocity and acceleration of the WMR. 

Navigation is concerned by the acquisition and response to external sensed information to execute 

the mission. Meanwhile, research in planning is related to behaviors, trajectories or waypoints 

generation for the robot mission. Lastly, the goal of communication research is to provide the link 

between WMR and any remaining elements in the whole system, including system operators or 

other WMRs. 

While the modeling of WMR has been extensively studied from an ideal perspective in which the 

wheel rolls without slip and the WMR does not move laterally instantaneously, there is little 

research that models wheel slip and consider the effect of traction force on the motion of the WMR.  

Majority of these WMR platforms use standard wheels over omni-directional wheels due to the 

inherent mechanical simplicity. These WMRs are called non-holonomic mobile robots because of 

the velocity constraints imposed due to the structure of the wheels. A car is an example of a four-

wheel vehicle system that shares many similarities with a WMR system due to the same wheel 

structure.  
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I.4. Differential drive wheeled mobile robot (DDWMR) 

Differential drive robots are two-wheeled mobile robots with independent actuators for each 

wheel. Structural simplicity and low cost of production makes this class of mobile robots very 

popular for many applications. Controlling differential drive robots has been studied by many 

researchers due to its connection to the control of under-actuated systems with non-holonomic 

constraints. We do not intend to review the rich literature of differential drive robots in this 

manuscript; however, several important studies are cited here to highlight the diversity of control 

strategies used in this area. 

As with other mobile robots, one of the important control problems for differential drive robots is 

steering the robot on a desired path, which is known as the tracking control. Inspired by the parallel 

parking problem, the other challenge for wheeled mobile robots is posture stabilization where the 

control objective is steering the robot from an initial configuration (position and heading) to a final 

configuration [33] [34]. Consequently using time-varying feedback laws [35] [36] and 

discontinuous control strategies [37] [38] have been common for stabilization of wheeled mobile 

robots. Back-stepping methods [39], static feedback linearization [40] and dynamic feedback 

linearization [41] are the standard nonlinear control techniques that have been used to address the 

posture stabilization of wheeled mobile robots. On the other hand, robust and adaptive control 

approaches [42] as well as nonlinear control techniques such as dynamic feedback linearization 

[43] have been used to tackle the tracking control of wheeled robots. 

Although these model based control methods provide rigorous strategies for steering wheeled 

robots, it is often challenging to generalize them to more realistic cases such as input saturation. 

Among the papers that have addressed control design considering the bounds on the input 

magnitudes, using Model Predictive Control (MPC) approaches have been the common trend [44]. 

Recently developed Constrained Directions method addresses the control of mobile robots by 

studying the directions a robot can move at each instant of time during the steering process [45]. 

The fundamental idea of this method is that the directions of motion a robot can achieve are limited 

by the mechanical constraints imposed by the system model and the boundedness of the input 

control signals. Having derived the set of reachable directions, Constrained Direction method 

devises control schemes by employing an efficient search method to choose the best direction of 
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motion within reachable directions. Since this method does not impose any restrictive assumptions 

on the robot’s model, it can be adopted for steering of any mobile robot model. For example, 

Constrained Directions method is applied to point-to-point steering of the dynamic model of a two-

wheeled differential drive robot under slip in [45], while [46] uses the same concept for steering 

the kinematic model of the same robot under the assumption of rolling without slipping. 

I.5. Robustness analysis for mobile robots 

Uncertainty arises if the robot lacks critical information for carrying out its task. It arises 

from five different factors [47]: 

1. Environments: Physical worlds are inherently unpredictable. While the degree of uncertainty in 

well-structured environments such assembly lines are small. Environments such as highways and 

private homes are highly dynamic and unpredictable. 

2. Sensors: Sensors are inherently limited in what they can perceive. Limitations arise from two 

primary factors. First, range and resolution of a sensor is subject to physical laws. For example, 

Cameras cannot see through walls, and even within the perceptual range, the spatial resolution of 

camera images is limited. Second, sensors are subject to noise, which perturbs sensor 

measurements in unpredictable ways and hence limits the information that can be extracted from 

sensor measurements. 

3. Robots: Robot actuation involves motors that are, at least to some extent, unpredictable, due to 

many effects like control noise and wear-and-tear. Some actuators, such as heavy-duty industrial 

robot arms, are quite accurate. Others, like low-cost mobile robots, can be extremely inaccurate. 

4. Models: Models are inherently inaccurate; they are abstractions of the real world. Model errors 

are a source of uncertainty that has largely been ignored in robotics, despite the fact that most 

robotic models used in state-of-the-art of robotics systems are rather crude. 

5. Computation: Robots are real-time systems, which limits the amount of computation that can be 

carried out.  
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All of these factors give rise to uncertainty. Traditionally, such uncertainty has mostly been ignored 

in robotics. However, as robots are moving away from factory floors into increasingly unstructured 

environments, the ability to cope with uncertainty is critical for building successful robots. 

In our work, we take into consideration four aspects of uncertainty, which are: 

 Modeling error 

 Localization error by odometry 

 Motor efficiency 

 Wheel slip 

I.5.1. Modeling error 

Much of the research on the mobile robot focuses on designing navigation methods for a 

mobile robot under non-holonomic constraints. 

In these methods, however, a perfect knowledge of the parameter values of a mobile robot is 

required. In general, this requirement cannot be fulfilled. In practical situations, it is almost 

impossible to get exact values of the parameters of a mobile robot. There are relatively few results 

on the navigation problem for a mobile robot. In addition, there is almost little literature on the 

robustness of the controller in the presence of uncertainties and modeling errors in the dynamic 

model of a mobile robot. 

By the way, there are many possible methods that can be used even when knowledge about the 

model is not complete, such as adaptive control methods and robust control methods [48]. 

In our work, we took two aspects of modeling error, developed as follows: 

1- An uncertainty about the length L of the robot 

We considered that the geometric dimensions of the robot's length were not precise, more precisely: 

𝐿 = 𝐿 + ∆𝐿                                                                   (I.1) 

L: Robot length 
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∆𝐿 :   Deviation along the length of the robot 

2- An uncertainty about the radius of a wheel 

This uncertainty is due to tire wear (inflation errors, vehicle overloading, driving style, and road 

condition) to assess the performance of the robot controller. 

To do this, we carried out robustness tests taking as the radius of the left wheel 

𝑅𝑙 = 𝑅𝑙 − ∆𝑅𝑙                                                                   (I.2) 

𝑅𝑙  : Left wheel radius 

∆𝑅𝑙: Left wheel radius deviation 

I.5.2. Localization error by odometry  

Odometry is one of the basic localization systems in any autonomous vehicle [49] [50]. It 

is based on the use of data from on-board sensors in order to estimate changes in position and 

orientation from the vehicle itself, and is subsequently used in many autonomous systems to 

estimate their position relative to a starting location, by integrating sensors measurements. 

However, this method is sensitive to errors due to the integration over time and the final position 

is usually not very accurate. Usually, the odometry output of a robot is very poor, it is only valid 

for a few meters, and needs others sensors to obtain a good localization system. Any small 

increment in odometry accuracy can improve the whole localization system a lot. 

Usually, odometry is used in combination with positioning systems like GPS, lasers, radio 

frequency markers, natural or artificial beacons, and others [51]. When mechanical odometry is not 

available, visual odometry can be used [52] to estimate vehicle position from changes between 

images. A complete sensorial system for an autonomous vehicle is based on multiple sensors 

combined to get position and orientation [53] [54]. Some algorithms used for this purpose are 

Kalman filters [55], particle filters based on Montecarlo simulation [56], etc. Sensors excluding 

odometry usually need external information obtained from the environment, so in many situations 

these sensors simply do not work correctly. For example, GPS loses coverage when the vehicle 

does not have a full sky vision [57]. 
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As another examples, if we introduce beacons, we need to structure the whole environment, or a 

laser needs available features to recognize in the environment, and these features should be in the 

range of action of the laser (typically between 10–20 m) [58]. 

The main advantage of odometry is that all localization information comes from the robot itself. 

Odometry information is always available and usually it is the only localization information when 

other sensors are not able to provide data, so a good odometry based localization system is always 

necessary and it is usually the first step to localization [59] [60], obstacle detection [61], and 

navigation [62]. 

In wheeled robots, odometry is based on the movement of each wheel. A rotation sensor (rotation 

optical encoder) is attached to each drive wheel of the robot (figure I-26), and, knowing the wheel 

diameter, it is possible to approximate linear displacement of each wheel. Using each wheel 

translation and the separation between wheels, position, and orientation of the robot (pose) is 

calculated. All of the calculation is based on optical encoder information, which obtains, in real 

time, the rotation angle of each wheel. The sensor and all of the parameters can be affected by 

errors, so final pose based on odometry usually is very noisy.  

The main disadvantage of odometry is incremental error; odometry starts in a known pose, and this 

pose is updated with small increments using the integration of information acquired from sensors. 

Errors grow very fast due to the integration of sensor data, so a continuous calibration system is 

crucial. 
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Figure I-26: Main components of differential drive mobile robot 

In the following, we will concentrate on odometry based on the wheel sensor readings of a 

differential drive robot only. 

There are many sources of odometric error, from environmental factors to resolution: 

 Limited resolution during integration (time increments, measurement resolution, etc.) 

 Misalignment of the wheels (deterministic) 

 Unequal wheel diameter (deterministic) 

 Variation in the contact point of the wheel 

 Unequal floor contact (slipping, non-planar surface, etc.) 

Some of the errors might be deterministic (systematic), thus, they can be eliminated by proper 

calibration of the system. However, there are still a number of non-deterministic (random) errors, 

which remain, leading to uncertainties in position estimation over time. From a geometric point of 

view, one can classify the errors into three types: 

 Range error: integrated path length (distance) of the robots movement: Sum of the wheel 

movements 

 Turn error: similar to range error, but for turns:  Difference of the wheel motions 

 Drift error: difference in the error of the wheels leads to an error in the robot’s angular 

orientation 
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Figure I-27: Movement of a differential drive robot 

Over long periods of time, turn and drift errors far outweigh range errors, since their contribute to 

the overall position error is nonlinear. Consider a robot, whose position is initially perfectly well 

known, moving forward in a straight line along the x-axis. The error in the y position introduced 

by a move of d meters will have a component of, which can be quite large as the angular error Δθ 

grows. Over time, as a mobile robot moves about the environment (figure I-27), the rotational error 

between its internal reference frame and its original reference frame grows quickly. As the robot 

moves away from the origin of these reference frames, the resulting linear error in position grows 

quite large. It is instructive to establish an error model for odometric accuracy and see how the 

errors propagate over time. 

Generally, the pose (position) of a robot is represented by the vector: 

𝑝 = [

𝑥
𝑦
𝜃
]                                                                          (I.3) 

For a differential drive robot, the position can be estimated starting from a known position by 

integrating the movement (summing the incremental travel distances). For a discrete system with 

a fixed sampling interval ∆𝑡 the incremental travel distances (∆𝑥; ∆𝑦; ∆𝜃) (figure I-28) are: 

∆𝑥 = ∆𝑠 cos(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)                                                (I.4) 

∆𝑦 = ∆𝑠 sin(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)                                                (I.5) 

∆𝜃 =
∆𝑠𝑟−∆𝑠𝑙

𝑏
                                                              (I.6) 
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∆𝑠 =
∆𝑠𝑟+∆𝑠𝑙

2
                                                              (I.7) 

(∆𝑥; ∆𝑦; ∆𝜃): Path traveled in the last sampling interval 

∆𝑠𝑟; ∆𝑠𝑙: Traveled distances for right and left wheel respectively 

𝑏: Distance between the two wheels of differential drive robot 

                             

Figure I-28: Modeling of the odometry of the robot allowing to estimate the position of the robot 

from measurements of the incremental wheel encoders (CIR = instantaneous center of 

rotation) 

Thus, we get the updated position 𝑝′: 

𝑝′ = [
𝑥′

𝑦′

𝜃′

] = 𝑝 + [
∆𝑠 cos(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)
∆𝑠 sin(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)

∆𝜃

] = [
𝑥
𝑦
𝜃
] + [

∆𝑠 cos(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)
∆𝑠 sin(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)

∆𝜃

]                      (I.8) 

By using the relation for (∆𝑠; ∆𝜃) of equations (I.7) and (I.8) we further obtain the basic equation 

for odometric position update (for differential drive robots) (figure I-28): 

∆𝑥 

∆𝑦 

b 

∆𝜃 
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𝑝′ = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜃, ∆𝑠𝑟 , ∆𝑠𝑙) = [
𝑥
𝑦
𝜃
] +

[
 
 
 
 
∆𝑠𝑟+∆𝑠𝑙

2
 cos(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)

∆𝑠𝑟+∆𝑠𝑙

2
 sin(𝜃 + ∆𝜃/2)

∆𝑠𝑟−∆𝑠𝑙

𝑏 ]
 
 
 
 

                                (I.9) 

I.5.3. Motors efficiency 

As the field of mobile robotics is growing, so is the demand for lightweight and energy-

efficient actuators. Energy efficiency is important because it allows for a longer autonomy of the 

robot and reduced weight of the battery pack, again decreasing energy demand and possibly 

increasing dexterity.  

 

Figure I-29: DC Motor 

Many designs feature DC motors (figure I-29), which, on top of their easy implementation and 

flexibility, offer the advantage of having high maximum efficiency values. However, unlike most 

other industrial applications in which motors are working close to their rated point of operation, 

robots typically require the motor to be operated at a variable speed and load. In the latter case, 

additional inertial loads have to be overcome, and the motor will no longer be able to operate at its 

maximum efficiency. Moreover, in lightweight applications, motors are often pushed to their 

torque limits, operating far away from their most efficient region. 

In the past years, many papers have appeared in which actuators for mobile applications are 

optimized for energy efficiency. Very often, calculations are based entirely on the energy 

consumption at the output shaft of the motor [63] [64] [65] [66] [67], which implies that the motor 
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efficiency's dependency on torque and speed and its inertia are neglected. Some authors also 

consider electrical power consumption by introducing a DC motor efficiency model. Typically, the 

model includes resistive losses [68] [69] and sometimes losses proportional to motor speed [70] 

[71]. In those papers, which utilize a DC motor model, inertia of the motor is usually included, but 

gearbox inertia is rarely taken into account [68]. In many actuator systems, however, the reflected 

inertia of the motor and gearbox is much larger than the link inertia [72], which implies that 

generally these inertias cannot be neglected. This is recognized in [73], where the authors present 

a motor-gearbox selection method that includes inertias and a DC motor model. Other evidence of 

the importance of DC motor models can be found in Brown and Ulsoy [71]. In an optimization on 

a robot arm, the authors claim that 2/3 of the energy savings they accomplished could be attributed 

to a more efficient use of the motor.  

Electric motor efficiency is the measure of the ability of an electric motor to convert electrical 

energy to mechanical energy; i.e., kilowatts of electric power are supplied to the motor at its 

electrical terminals, and the horsepower of mechanical energy is taken out of the motor at the 

rotating shaft. Therefore, the only power absorbed by the electric motor is the losses incurred in 

making the conversion from electrical to mechanical energy. Thus, the motor efficiency can be 

expressed as 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑛
× 100%                          (I.8) 

But 𝑀𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑛 − 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 

Or 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 

Therefore, to reduce the electric power consumption for a given mechanical energy out, the motor 

losses must be reduced and the electric motor efficiency increased. 

I.5.4. Wheel slip  

 In recent years, control problems for wheeled mobile robots (WMR) are considered 

remarkable, due to their inherent nonlinear properties such as nonholonomic constraints and their 

wide applicability in various areas. Many researchers, all over the world, have paid attention to 
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solving the tracking problems of WMRs by employing various techniques with the assumption 

“pure rolling without slip” being always satisfied. 

However, in practice, the assumption “pure rolling without slip” is often violated due to various 

factors such as slippery floor, external forces, and so on. The wheel slip is one of the reasons 

making the tracking performance of nonholonomic WMRs reduce considerably. Therefore, if one 

wants the tracking performance of the WMRs to be improved in such context, then control methods 

having the ability to overcome the undesired effects of the wheel slips must be taken into account. 

Several research results have been published for trajectory tracking of nonholonomic WMRs 

subject to the wheel slips. In particular, an adaptive tracking control method by means of neural 

networks was proposed in [74] in order to overcome the harmful effect of the wheel slips. By 

employing gyro-sensors and encoders, the slip ratios were calculated in [75] [76]. 

Then the control approaches to compensate the wheel slips were proposed in these reports. The 

work in [77] developed a robust controller dealing with not only slip-kinematics but also slip 

dynamics by employing the framework of differential flatness. The authors in [78] modeled overall 

the dynamics of a WMR subject to the wheel slips. Next, they proposed a discontinuous control 

technique for regulation control task and a SMC technique for sharp turning control task.  

On the other hand, the neural network (NN) has been utilized as one of the intelligent techniques 

to enhance the performance of closed-loop control systems. Unlike classification applications, the 

NN in feedback control application seems to be part of the closed-loop control system. For this 

reason, it is useful in order to have a NN closed-loop control system with on-line learning 

algorithms, a new strategy to navigate to a known target location in an unknown environment using 

a combination of the “go-to-goal” approach and reinforcement learning with biologically realistic 

spiking neural networks is proposed in [79]. About the works in [80], a neural network-based 

adaptive sliding mode control (ASMC) method for tracking of a non-holonomic wheeled mobile 

robot (WMR) subject to unknown wheel slips, model uncertainties and unknown bounded 

disturbances have been proposed.  

Other works like [81], proposed a command by sliding mode, the dynamic model of a wheeled 

mobile robot (WMR) is derived by assuming the longitudinal and lateral slip of the wheels. 
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I.6. Conclusion  

This chapter provides an overview of mobile robotics in general and the DDWMR more 

specifically. We find that DDWMR has seen great interest in the last decade; this is mainly due to 

the growing advances in instrumentation and calculator technologies and the advantages that WMR 

offers over other mobile robot models. This chapter presents a state of the art on modeling, 

navigation and robustness analysis of DDWMR robot it constitutes a solid framework for novel 

contributions and original developments.  
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Chapter II. UNCERTAINTIES AND ERRORS MODELLING FOR A MOBILE ROBOT 

II.1. Introduction  

In mobile robotics, the dynamic system to be controlled, includes vehicle dynamics, wheel 

and ground properties, as well as sensors and actuators properties, is non-linear. In addition, it is 

very uncertain and its parameters can vary over time, depending on the terrain encountered, tire 

wear, brakes, etc. To deal against these uncertainties and possible faults that can affect the mobile 

robot, several types of robust and adaptive control are implemented. A suitable controller for 

mobile robot navigation requires a deep robustness analysis of robotic system.  In this chapter, we 

will describe some types of faults and uncertainties encountered in the wheeled mobile robot used 

in our work. The following figure shows these different uncertainties:  

 

Figure II-1: Different faults and uncertainties applied in this work: (1) an uncertainty on the length 

L of the robot model, (2) uncertainty on the radius R of the left wheel, (3) localization errors, 

(4) loss of efficiency of motors, (5) wheel slip 

 
 

L 

L+ΔL 
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II.2. An uncertainty on the radius R of each wheel 

This uncertainty is due to tire wear. Inflation errors, vehicle overload, driving style or road 

conditions are all causes of motion inaccuracy, which is an important indicator to evaluate the 

performance of robots. 

When driving, the tread of any tire rubs against the road, causing tire wear, which is normally slow 

and even. It is inevitable and even necessary to transmit forces to the road, whether they are tractive 

forces, such as acceleration or braking, or drift forces such as when passing through curves. The 

slip indicates the relative movement of the tire with respect to the road surface, which occurs during 

the transmission of forces. 

II.2.1. The inflation  

 

If the wheels are locked for a long distance 

during emergency braking, the tire undergoes 

significant wear at its point of contact with 

the ground 

 

If a wear mark gradually appears on a well 

localized area, it is because the drum or the 

brake disc has a "hard point" (runout) 

 

If there are two symmetrical traces, it is that the drum is oval. The traces will become more 

marked over time. 

II.2.1.1. Under-inflation   

It is an important cause of wear, which cannot be blamed either on the tires or on the design 

or the state of wear of the vehicle components. We can notice, on the outside of the tire, more wear 

on the edges of the tread than in the middle. Inside, you can observe a rupture or detachment of the 

fabrics due to exaggerated bending of the sides or an abnormal heating. The manufacturer 
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recommends pressures (cold) for normal use and pressures of the order of 0.2 to 0.4 bar kg / cm2. 

When you drive quickly or with a loaded vehicle. Heating an under-inflated tire can cause it to 

burst. 

II.2.1.2. Over-inflation   

It leads to greater external wear on the middle of the tread than on the edges. With radial ply 

tires, a slight over-inflation is preferable. 

II.2.2. Overload and type of driving  

 
Irregular marks are a sign of a defect in 

hunting. 

 
A deep, localized cut is caused by a sharp 

object. 

 
If the cut is deep, water can get inside the tire, 

between the tire and the inner tube. 

 
When a piece of rubber comes off, it is a poor 

quality tire. 

II.2.3. The condition of a vehicle 
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A highly unbalanced wheel will cause 

vibration in the steering and marked wear on 

the tire in a fairly regular ripple shape. 

If the wear is less regular, distributed over a 

larger area, it is then disrupted or worn wheel 

bearings, but also play in the front axle joints 

or worn shock absorbers. 

II.3. Localization error 

Localization is one of the most fundamental aspects of a mobile robot. All mobile robot 

system has to answer the fundamental question, which is “Where Am I”, i.e. the current location 

& orientation of the robot has to be obtained, so that the robot can easily move from source to 

destination. There are many localization systems and techniques for mobile robot navigation; 

however, in the present work we have used odometry to measure the movement of the robot. In 

this case, data are obtained from an incremental encoder (odometry), which is fitted along with a 

motor of the mobile robot. Incremental encoders measure the rotation of the wheels, which in turn, 

calculates robot position and orientation using integration approaches of kinematic model 

over [𝑡𝑘, 𝑡𝑘+1]. 

II.3.1. Odometry 

Odometry is the most widely used navigation method for mobile robot positioning because 

it provides good short-term accuracy. It is inexpensive, and allows very high sampling rates. 

However, the fundamental idea of odometry is the integration of incremental motion information 

over time, which leads inevitably to errors accumulation. Particularly, the accumulation of 

orientation errors will cause large position errors [82], which increase proportionally with the 

distance travelled by the robot. Nonetheless, most researchers agree that odometry is an important 

part of a robot navigation system and that navigation tasks will be simplified if odometric accuracy 

can be improved.  

Odometry is the measurement of wheel rotation as a function of time. If the two wheels of the robot 

are joined to a common axle, the position and orientation of the center of the axle relative to the 

previous position and orientation can be determined from odometry measurements on both wheels. 

In practice, optical encoders that are mounted onto both drive wheels feed discrete wheel increment 

information to the central processor, which in turn continually updates the robot’s state using 

geometric equations. However, with time, odometric localization accumulates errors in an 
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unbounded fashion due to wheel slippage, floor roughness and discretized sampling of wheel 

increments. Many research works have been undergone at both the hardware and theoretical level 

to improve the reliability of odometry. When trying to measure and reduce odometry errors, it is 

important to understand the distinction between systematic and non-systematic odometry errors.  

Systematic errors are those errors that are inherently part of the robot’s kinematic or controller and 

sensors properties, independently from the robot’s environment.  

Non-systematic errors are those that depend on the robot’s environment and differ from one 

environment to another. This distinction is important because each one of these two groups affects 

mobile platforms differently, their remediation differs, and, most important, both groups require 

different measuring techniques in order to obtain meaningful and comparable experimental data.  

We categorize odometry errors as follows:  

II.3.1.1.  Systematic errors  

• Unequal wheel diameters  

• Average of both wheel diameters differs from nominal diameter  

• Misalignment of wheels  

• Uncertainty about the effective wheelbase (due to non-point wheel contact with the floor)  

• Limited encoder resolution  

• Limited encoder sampling rate  

II.3.1.2. Non-systematic errors  

• Travel over uneven floors  

• Travel over unexpected objects on the floor  

• Wheel-slippage (slippery floors, over-acceleration, skidding in fast turns, etc.)  

• External forces (interaction with external bodies)  

• Internal forces (e.g., castor wheels)  

• Non-point wheel contact with the floor  
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II.3.2. Robot positioning calculation 

There are many methods for robot positioning that can roughly be categorized into two groups: 

relative and absolute position measurements. Odometry is one of the relative position measurement 

methods. This method uses encoders to measure wheel rotation and/or steering orientation.  

II.3.2.1. Rotational Displacement Equipment  

There are different types of rotational displacement and velocity sensors in use today:  

1. Brush encoders  

2. Potentiometers  

3. Resolvers.  

4. Optical encoders.  

5. Magnetic encoders  

6. Inductive encoders  

7. Capacitive encoders  

For mobile robot applications, incremental optical encoders are the most popular type 

Incremental Optical Encoders  

An encoder is an electrical mechanical device that converts linear or rotary displacement 

into digital or pulse signals. The most popular type of encoder is the optical encoder, which consists 

of a rotating disk, a light source, and a photo detector (light sensor). The disk, which is mounted 

on the rotating shaft, has patterns of opaque and transparent sectors coded into the disk (see figure 

II-2). As the disk rotates, these patterns interrupt the light emitted onto the photo detector, 

generating a digital or pulse signal output 
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Figure II-2: Rotary Incremental Optical Encoder  

An incremental encoder generates a pulse for each incremental step in its rotation. Although the 

incremental encoder does not output absolute position, it can provide high resolution with suitable 

price. For example, an incremental encoder with a single code track (tachometer encoder), 

generates a pulse signal whose frequency indicates the velocity of displacement. However, the 

output of the single-channel encoder does not indicate direction. To determine direction, a two-

channel, or quadrature, encoder uses two detectors and two code tracks. 

 

Figure II-3: Examples of the A pulse and B pulse. If the A pulse occurs before the B pulse, the shaft 

is turning clockwise, and if the B pulse occurs before the A pulse, the shaft is turning 

counter-clockwise 

The most common type of incremental encoder uses two output channels (A and B) to estimate 

velocity and position as shown in figure II-3. Using two code tracks with sectors positioned 90° 

out of phase; the two output channels of the quadrature encoder indicate both position and direction 

of rotation. If A leads B, for example, the disk is rotating in a clockwise direction. If B leads A, 
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then the disk is rotating in a counter-clockwise direction. Therefore, by monitoring both the number 

of pulses and the relative phase of signals A and B, you can track both the position and direction 

of rotation.  

In addition, some quadrature detectors include a third output channel, called a zero or reference 

signal, which supplies a single pulse per revolution. This single pulse can be used for precise 

determination of a reference position. 

II.3.3. Modeling motion 

If a robot starts from a position 𝑋𝑡−1, and the right and left wheels move respective distances 

𝛥𝑠𝑟 and 𝛥𝑠𝑙, what is the resulting new position 𝑋𝑡? The calculation of 𝑋𝑡 require eight (08) steps  

1) 

 

To start, let’s model the change in angle Δθ and 

distance travelled Δs by the robot. 

Assume the robot is travelling on a circular arc 

of constant radius. 

2)

 

Begin by noting the following holds for 

circular arcs: 

𝛥𝑠𝑙 =  𝑅𝛼 

𝛥𝑠𝑟 = (𝑅 + 2𝐿)𝛼 

𝛥𝑠 =  (𝑅 + 𝐿)𝛼 

3) 

 
Now manipulate first two equations: 

𝛥𝑠𝑙= Rα, 𝛥𝑠𝑟 = (R+2L)α 

4) Or, note the distance of the travelled center 

is simply the average distance of each wheel: 

𝛥𝑠 =  (𝛥𝑠𝑟 + 𝛥𝑠𝑙)/ 2 

To calculate the change in angle Δθ, observe 

that it equals the rotation about the circular 

arc’s center point Δθ = α. 
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To: Rα = 𝛥𝑠𝑙 
Lα = (𝛥𝑠𝑟 - Rα)/2 = 𝛥𝑠𝑟 /2 – 𝛥𝑠𝑙/2 

Substitute this into last equation for Δs: 

Δs = (R+L)α= R α + Lα= 𝛥𝑠𝑙+ 𝛥𝑠𝑟/2 – 𝛥𝑠𝑙 /2 

     = 𝛥𝑠𝑙 /2 + 𝛥𝑠𝑟 /2 = (𝛥𝑠𝑙+ 𝛥𝑠𝑟)/2 

5) 

 
So we solve for αby equating αfrom the first two 

equations: 

𝛥𝑠𝑙= Rα 

𝛥𝑠𝑟= (R+2L)α 

This results in: 

𝛥𝑠𝑙 / R = 𝛥𝑠𝑟 / (R+2L) 

(R+2L) 𝛥𝑠𝑙 = R 𝛥𝑠𝑟 

2L 𝛥𝑠𝑙 = R (𝛥𝑠𝑟-𝛥𝑠𝑙) 
Substitute R into 

α = 𝛥𝑠𝑙 / R = 𝛥𝑠𝑙 (𝛥𝑠𝑟 - 𝛥𝑠𝑙 ) / (2L 𝛥𝑠𝑙 )= (𝛥𝑠𝑟- 

𝛥𝑠𝑙 )/2L 

So… Δθ = (𝛥𝑠𝑟 - 𝛥𝑠𝑙 )/2L 

6) Now that we have Δθ and Δs, we can 

calculate the position change in global 

coordinates. 

We use a new segment of length Δd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now calculate the change in position as a 

function of Δd. 

 
7) Using Trig: 

Δx = Δd cos(θ + Δθ/2) 

Δy = Δd sin(θ + Δθ/2) 

 

8) Now if we assume that the motion is 

small, then we can assume that Δd ≈ Δs : 

 
So… 

Δx = Δs cos(θ + Δθ/2) 

Δy = Δs sin(θ + Δθ/2) 
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Summary: 

 

∆𝑥 = ∆𝑠 cos(𝜃 +
∆𝜃

2
)                                                   (II.1) 

∆𝑦 = ∆𝑠 sin(𝜃 +
∆𝜃

2
)                                                   (II.2) 

∆𝜃 = ∆𝑠𝑟 − ∆𝑠𝑙/𝑏                                                       (II.3) 

∆𝑠 = ∆𝑠𝑟 + ∆𝑠𝑙/2                                                       (II.4) 

𝑝′ = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜃, ∆𝑠𝑟 , ∆𝑠𝑙) = [
𝑥
𝑦
𝜃
] +

[
 
 
 ((∆𝑠𝑟 + ∆𝑠𝑙)/2) cos(𝜃 + (

∆𝑠𝑟−∆𝑠𝑙

2𝑏
))

((∆𝑠𝑟 + ∆𝑠𝑙)/2) sin(𝜃 + (∆𝑠𝑟 −
∆𝑠𝑙

2𝑏
))

(∆𝑠𝑟 − ∆𝑠𝑙)/𝑏 ]
 
 
 
               (II.5) 

II.4. Motor efficiency 

With the great advancements in mobile robot applications, energy concerns have increased. 

Most of researches and works done in the field of robotics are developed without considering the 

robot life duration. Especially, when mobile robots use batteries to power themselves, so, the 

lifespan” of these robots is limited. The investigations on energy-related concepts are also of great 

importance for motors efficiency. Motion control and planning of robot have, of course, relation to 

energy consumption. In the following section, we will highlight the effect of energy consumption 

on the efficiency of Mobile Robots navigation. 

II.4.1. Energy efficiency in mobile robots  

Generally, to evaluate any machine performance, the question is raised to ask about how 

efficient that machine is. Efficiency is a measure to show, roughly, how much input is utilized to 

produce the output. We can say that efficiency is formulated as: 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡/𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡                                                (II.6)    

So, in the process of designing the machine and its operation, the objective is to have the most 

transfer of input to output. In other word, the goal is to maximize Efficiency. So, better 

performances are attained by increasing the ratio 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡/𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡           . 

Mobility feature requires independent power source rather than fixed sources. So in most of cases, 

batteries are used to power mobile robots. Other sources can be fuel, for example, for powering 
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autonomous cars. However, generally, batteries are the main sources of energy safe powering of 

mobile robots. 

It is obvious that batteries have finite limit. Energy stored in a battery is depleted with rate related 

to the consumption of the device equipped with. So, energy limit should be considered carefully 

when designing the motion of the mobile robot. Below are some examples of energy efficiency 

applications in different situations:  

- Disasters: mobile robots are distributed to find survivors and maybe also rescue them. 

- War zones: unmanned mobile robots are deployed to combat the enemies. 

- Social: robots could be responsible of cleaning the floor or assisting people. 

- Also imagine the cost of replacing or recharging the battery. 

Above situations shows typical scenarios of mobile robots operations. In critical situations of war 

or disaster, energy management should be optimal in order to elongate lifespan of the battery. Cost 

of replacing or recharging batteries also show us that proper energy utilization is of great 

importance. Minimization cost is crucial in designing robot operation. So, from above explanations, 

we can see that the main goal of robot design is to respect the energy consumption constraint. To 

have clear view of energy efficiency in mobile robots, we can make a new definition: 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 /𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛                              (II.7) 

“Output Task” can be the distance travelled by the robot, operation time, coverage area of the 

robots. In other words, these are the objectives put by the developers and designers. Energy 

Consumption obviously means how the battery power is utilized to power different components of 

the robot. So, to increase the efficiency of our machine, i.e. the robot, we have to get the maximum 

tasks accomplishments and in the same time the minimum consumption of energy. As a result, the 

ultimate goal of energy-efficient motion control of mobile robots is to minimize energy 

consumption. 
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II.4.2. Energy consumption in mobile robots 

II.4.2.1. Motors Energy Consumption  

Here, we will discuss how robot actuators, mostly motors, are consuming energy. Mobile 

robots in small-scale usually use DC motors as actuators acting on the environment [83]. In general, 

mobile robots move in their environment via the equipped wheels. Rotation of the wheels is 

controlled by DC motors. Therefore, motion is directly depending on the DC motors. A typical DC 

motor is current or voltage supplied depending on the circuitry accompanying the rotary body. So 

battery consumption is related to “consumption” of the electrical signal required. A DC motor 

being a physical system, energy loss appears due to, motion, friction or load Inertia or simply due 

to power consumption of the electronic circuit driving the motor.  

However, when a motor is operated at variable load and/or varying speed, its efficiency can drop 

far below this value [84]. We can define three types of losses:  

 Resistive losses: These losses are due to current flowing through the windings, leading to 

power being dissipated. They depend only on the torque, 

 Damping losses: These are the losses that are related to speed only. They represent friction 

losses in the system (e.g. bearings, graphite brushes. . .), 

 Combined losses: These losses include all remaining terms. Usually, combined losses are 

insignificant with respect to resistive and damping losses. 

Figure II-4 shows a schematic of Brushed DC Motor. 
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Figure II-4:  Schematic of Typical DC Motor 

For some motors, power consumption increases linearly with velocity. In the other hand, others 

will behave exponentially for high velocities. The power model of a motor depends on motor design 

and electronic circuit driving the motor. To solve the problem of energy loss in motors, robust and 

optimal controller should be considered for navigation.  

II.4.2.2. Auxiliary Sources of Energy Consumption  

Here in this small part, just a review of other sources of energy consumption will be given. These 

sources are either minor or unrelated to motion of the robot. In any mobile robot, in addition to 

actuators, other electrical components exist. Generally, two kinds of components can also consume 

energy:  the sensing elements and robot brain (the microcontrollers and/or the onboard computer).  

- Sensors: the sensing elements are essential parts of any robot. Sensors are devices that acquire 

observations from the surrounding environment. Those could include basic proximity sensors: 

ultrasonic, laser or infrared based. Vision system, i.e. camera, also is a common sensing system. Sensors 

consume energy in proportion with the rate of observations. So, generally when considering sensors 

energy, the decision variable would be the rate of sensing (e.g. frame rate in a camera). A linear relation 

can sufficiently model energy versus rate.  
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- Microcontrollers & Computer: these components are responsible of controlling all processes of the 

robot. Energy consumption of computers depends on the execution of the program. However, the 

specific relation to consumption is complex. Complexity is due to the inherent complexity of how 

microprocessors handle algorithms and programs. So, when considered, it is either dropped or included 

as constant value.  

II.5. Wheel slip 

It is the forces of tire / road contact that allow the vehicle to move forward brake and "hold 

the road". It is important for correct and realistic modeling of the dynamic behavior of the vehicle 

to study, understand and model these efforts in detail. 

Within the framework of this study, an important part of the work is devoted to the modeling of 

the tire / road contact. 

II.5.1. General information on pneumatic / pavement contact 

The tire is the interface element between the vehicle and the road. Its ability to transmit 

forces is essential for good handling. Its damping qualities also constitute a first vibration isolation 

device against the stresses generated by the road. 

In operation, a tire is subjected to several types of force (figure II-5): 

•𝐹𝑥: the longitudinal force developed between the road and the wheel in the X direction, 

•𝐹𝑦: the lateral force developed between the road and the wheel in the Y direction, 

•𝐹𝑧: the normal force on the wheel in Z direction. 

A tire is also subjected to three moments, one around each axis: 

•𝑀𝑥: the payment moment around the X-axis, 

•𝑀𝑦: the moment of rolling resistance around the Y-axis, 

•𝑀𝑧: the moment of self-alignment around the Z-axis. 
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Figure II-5: Forces and moments on a wheel 

The two main variables, which characterize these forces and moments, are the longitudinal and 

lateral slipping tire behavior. 

II.5.2. Longitudinal behavior 

The longitudinal slip rate influences the longitudinal behavior; it is defined as follows: 

When an engine torque (acceleration) is applied to a wheel turning on a solid surface, a tensile 

force appears at the contact surface of the wheel with the road. This surface, subjected to 

compression forces is deformed, which has the effect of increasing its perimeter. Consequently, 

the horizontal displacement of the point of contact between the wheel and the road becomes slower. 

This phenomenon called longitudinal sliding is defined by the following equation: 

𝑖𝑥% =
(𝑟𝜔−𝑣𝑟)

𝑟𝜔
x 100%                                                      (II.8) 

When  

𝑣𝑟 is the linear velocity of translation of the contact point between the wheel and the road, 

𝜔  is the angular velocity of the wheel rotation, 

𝑟 is the rolling radius when a wheel rolls freely. 
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The longitudinal forces are directly linked to the direction of travelling, the traveled distance, speed 

and acceleration. The main physical variable to adjust these forces is longitudinal slipping (𝑖𝑥%). 

II.5.3. Lateral behavior 

Lateral sliding (the drift) plays an important role in the lateral behavior of the wheel. It is 

mainly caused by forces acting on the wheel when entering a turn. They directly influence the 

directional control of the vehicle. 

II.5.3.1. The drift angle: 

When a rotating wheel is subjected to a lateral force 𝐹𝑠 (Figure II-5), it appears that the contact 

surface of the tire with the road slides moves following an opposite direction to this force. This 

lateral force can be linked to a lateral acceleration experienced by the vehicle, for example, during 

the cornering action. The deformation of the contact surface creates an angle between the 

longitudinal axis of the wheel and the direction of its movement. This angle α, called the tire drift 

angle, is mainly due to the elastic properties of the tire in the lateral direction. As a reaction to these 

deformations, the tire develops a lateral force Fy that is a function of the angle of drift (Fig.II-6). 

 

Figure II-6: Lateral deformation of the tire during cornering action 
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II.5.4. Dynamic coupled behavior: lateral - Longitudinal 

 When a tire is subjected to lateral and longitudinal forces simultaneously, the longitudinal 

force tends to reduce the lateral force and vice-versa. The reduction in such forces is due, first, to 

the reduction in the elastic properties of the tire in both directions (longitudinal stiffness and lateral 

stiffness) and, second, to the decrease in adhesion properties in both directions (longitudinal grip 

coefficient and lateral grip coefficient). 

Lateral slipping and longitudinal slipping: 

In the case where the coupled behavior is taken into account, the lateral sliding and the 

longitudinal sliding are defined as follows: 

Longitudinal sliding is given by the following expression: 

𝑖𝑥 =
𝑟𝜔−𝑣𝑟 cos𝛼

𝑟𝜔
                                                       (II.9) 

𝑣r𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 is the component of the linear velocity of the contact point along the longitudinal axis of 

the wheel. 

The lateral slip, defined as the ratio between the component of the linear velocity of the contact 

point along the lateral axis of the wheel and the linear velocity of the wheel 𝑟𝜔. The lateral slip is 

given by the following expression: 

𝑖𝑦 =
𝑣𝑟 sin𝛼

𝑟𝜔
                                                         (II.10) 

Thus, a resulting slip can be defined according to the direction of the drift angle α given by: 

𝑖 = √𝑖𝑥2 + 𝑖𝑦2                                                  (II.11) 

II.5.5. Pneumatic / pavement contact models     

Dealing with vehicle dynamics, the tire model has a great importance for moving vehicle 

behavior investigation. It is the only link between the vehicle chassis and the road. Several models 

of the tire are available in the literature. 
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Two major approaches are adopted: empirical methods and theoretical methods. Figure II-7 depicts 

the various differences of tire modeling (taken from [85]). 

Six parameters are considered in [85]: 

 Degree of fit: model’s accuracy with respect to the design objective, 

 Number of full scale tests: amount of tests required to validate the model, 

 Complexity of formulations, 

 Effort required to design the model, 

 Insight in tire behavior: model’s ability of predicting the tire behavior, 

 Number of special experiments: amount of experiments required to develop the model. 

As expected, empirical approaches require an important number of full-scale tests with respect to 

theoretical approaches. These latter are mainly based on the tire’s physical structure theory. Four 

categories are distinguished in [85]: “from experimental data only”, “using similarity method”, 

“through simple physical model”, “through complex physical model”. 

The first category at the extreme left (figure II.7) uses regression procedures to develop 

mathematical formulations whose parameters fit best the measured data. A well-known empirical 

model is the Magic Formula [85]. This model provides an excellent fit for tire’s efforts curves, 

which makes it more suitable for vehicle motion simulations. The similarity approach uses simple 

distortion and re-scaling methods to develop simpler empirical models. This method is particularly 

useful when fast computations are needed [85]. A good example would be Dugoff’s model, which 

uses a simpler representation of tire deformation while keeping a good representation of combined 

slip [86]. However, these two categories provide less insight in tire behavior. The relatively simple 

physical models of the third category are more useful to get better understandings about the tire 

behavior. In this context, the “brush model” represents a good illustration [85], [87], [88]. 

Regarding the fourth category, interest is given to tire performances related to its construction. 

More detailed analysis is required and complex finite element based models are usually adopted 

[85]. 

On one hand, empirical models rely on experimental measures to make simulation more accurate, 

and on the other hand, theoretical models rely on physical models to give more insight about the 
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tire behavior and improve its construction. No model, however, is designed for control synthesis. 

Physical models are too complex to be implemented in real-time operations, and empirical models 

use numerous parameters with poor physical meaning, which make them hard to measure in real 

time. 

 

Figure II-7 : Possible Categories of Tire Modeling Approaches [85]. 

II.5.5.1. Wheel Slip Modeling  

Based on the physical description of a tire as commonly used in the field of automotive 

engineering [89], a linear tire model with 1st-order dynamics is applied. Note that longitudinal and 

lateral slip and the resulting forces are assumed independent, i.e. combined slip effects are ignored.  
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𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 = 𝛽
�̇�

|�̇�|
                                                                        (II.12) 

𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 = 𝛼
�̇�

|�̇�|
                                                                        (II.13) 

Where 𝛼 > 0 and 𝛽 < 0 are constants. 

With ξr, ξl and δr, δl as the longitudinal and lateral slip displacement for the right and left wheel 

respectively. 

Moreover, the total longitudinal displacement of the wheel center is defined as: 

{
𝜌𝑟 = 𝑅𝜑𝑟 + 𝜉𝑟
𝜌𝑙 = 𝑅𝜑𝑙 + 𝜉𝑙

                                                                  (II.14) 

II.6. Conclusion 

 To cope with the uncertainties that can affect the mobile robot, several types of robust and 

adaptive controls have been implemented. A suitable controller for mobile robot navigation 

requires a thorough analysis of the robustness of the robotic system. In this chapter, we have 

described some types of faults and uncertainties encountered in the wheeled mobile robot used in 

our work. (modeling error, localization error, motor efficiency and wheel slip).   
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Chapter III. SYSTEM MODELING 

III.1. Introduction 

This chapter deals with motion modeling of differential drive wheeled mobile robot. First, 

we are interested in Kinematic model that describes geometric relationships that are present in the 

system by mathematics of robot motion without considering its causes, such as forces or torques. 

It describes the relationship between input (control) parameters and behavior of a system given by 

state-space representation. A kinematic model describes system velocities and is presented by a set 

of differential first-order equations. Second, a dynamic model describes a system motion when 

forces are applied to the system. This model includes physics of motion where forces, energies, 

system mass, inertia, and velocity parameters are used. Descriptions of dynamic model are given 

by second order differential equations. 

In the case of a DDWMR, the contact with the environment occurs at the contact point between 

the wheel outer surface and the ground surface. The interaction between these two surfaces has a 

significant influence over the dynamic motion of the system, and hence, need to be properly 

modeled. 

In general, there are two major methods for deriving the dynamic equations of mechanical systems 

namely Newton's method that is directly related to Newton's 2nd law and Lagrange's method that 

has its root in the classical work of d'Alembert and Lagrange on analytical mechanics. The main 

difference between the two methods is in dealing with constraint equations. While Newton's 

method treats each rigid body separately and explicitly models the constraints through the reactive 

force required to enforce them, Lagrange's provides systematic procedures for eliminating the 

constraints from the dynamic equations, typically yielding simpler system equations. Thus, it is not 

surprising that the majority of the conventional WMR models we found in the literature were 

developed using Lagrange's method. In this chapter, we formulate the dynamic equation of the 

conventional WMR using Lagrange's method. The Lagrange formulation is presented to provide 

theoretical background of a non-holonomic DDWMR model with and without slip dynamics. 

III.2. Coordinates system 

The DDWMR shown in figure III-1 is a typical example of a non holonomic mechanical 

system. It consists of a vehicle with two driving wheels mounted on the same axis, and a front free 
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wheel. The motion and orientation are achieved by independent actuators, e.g., DC motors 

providing the necessary torques to the rear wheels.  

R is the radius of each wheel, d is the distance between the center of mass (point D) and mid-point 

of the axis center of driving wheels (point A), L is each wheel distance to point A,  φ̇R and φ̇Lare 

the right and left wheel angular velocities respectively. C is the distance between point A and 

instantaneous center of curvature (ICC). 

At first, two different coordinate systems (frames) were designated: The Inertial Coordinate 

System: it is considered as the reference frame and is denoted as[𝑋𝐼 , 𝑌𝐼]. The Robot Coordinate 

System (Body frame): is a local frame attached to the DDWMR, and thus, moving with it. This 

frame is denoted as[𝑋𝑟, 𝑌𝑟]. The two defined frames are shown in Figure III-1.  

As shown in Figure III-1, the robot position and orientation in the Inertial Frame is completely 

specified by the vector 

𝑞 = [
𝑥𝐶

𝑦𝐶

𝜃
]                                                                                 (III.1) 

Where xC, yC are the coordinates of the center of mass of the vehicle, and θ is the orientation of the 

basis {c, xC, yC} with respect to the inertial basis.  

The important issue that needs to be explained at this stage is the transformation between these two 

frames. The position of any point on the robot can be defined in the robot frame and the inertial 

frame as follows:  Xr = [
xr

yr

θr

] and XI = [
xI

yI

θI

]. 

Then, the transformation from robot frame to the inertial frame can be given as follows:  

𝑋𝐼 = 𝑅(𝜃)𝑋𝑟                                                                    (III.2) 

Where R(θ) is the orthogonal rotation matrix :  
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𝑅(𝜃) = [
cos 𝜃 − sin 𝜃 0
sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 0
0 0 1

]                                                  (III.3) 

 

Figure III-1: Differential Drive Wheeled Mobile Robot (DDWMR) [90] 

III.2.1. Kinematic constraints of the Differential-Drive Robot 

The motion of a differential-drive mobile robot is characterized by two non-holonomic 

constraint equations, which are obtained by two main assumptions:  

1. No lateral slip motion: This constraint simply means that the robot can move only in a curved 

motion (forward and backward) but not sideward. In the robot frame, this condition means that the 

velocity of the center-point A along the lateral axis is zero:  

ẏA
r = 0                                                      (III.4) 

The relationship between the speeds of the center of gravity and the center of wheel axis is: 
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{
xC = xA + d cos θ
yC = yA + d sin θ

                                             (III.5) 

{
ẋC = ẋA − dθ̇ sin θ

ẏC = ẏ𝐴 + dθ̇ cos θ
                                                 (III. 6) 

 Using the orthogonal rotation matrix R(θ), the robot velocity in the inertial frame can be given by:  

[

ẋC
I

ẏC
I

θ̇

] = [
cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1

] [

ẋ𝐴
r

ẏA
r = 0

θ̇

] + [
−d θ̇sin θ
dθ̇ cos θ

0

]  

With the non-holonomy equation 

−ẋC sin θ + ẏC cos θ − dθ̇ = 0                                         (III.7)                                                         

III.2.2. Pure rolling constraint 

The pure rolling constraint represents the fact that each wheel maintains a one-contact point 

P with the ground as shown in figure III-2. There is no slipping of the wheel in its longitudinal axis 

(xr) and no skidding in its orthogonal axis (yr). Position and velocity of the contact points in the 

robot frame are related to the wheel velocities by (III.8) and (III.9) respectively:         

{
𝑣𝑝𝑅 = 𝑅�̇�𝑅

𝑣𝑝𝐿 = 𝑅�̇�𝐿
                                                         (III.8)      

 

Figure III-2: Pure rolling motion constraint. 

[
𝑥𝑝𝑅

𝑟

𝑦𝑝𝑅
𝑟 ] = [

0
−𝐿

]                                                                        (III.9) 
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Using the rotation matrix R(θ): 

[
𝑥𝑝𝑅

𝐼

𝑦𝑝𝑅
𝐼 ] = [

𝑥𝐴

𝑦𝐴
] + 𝑅(𝜃) [

0
−𝐿

] = [
𝑥𝐴 + 𝐿 sin 𝜃
𝑦𝐴 − 𝐿 cos 𝜃

]                                                 (III. 10) 

Likewise:[
𝑥𝑝𝐿

𝑟

𝑦𝑝𝐿
𝑟 ] = [

0
𝐿
]                                                                                                         (III.11)                  

[
𝑥𝑝𝐿

𝐼

𝑦𝑝𝐿
𝐼 ] = [

𝑥𝐴

𝑦𝐴
] + 𝑅(𝜃) [

0
𝐿
] = [

𝑥𝐴 − 𝐿 sin 𝜃
𝑦𝐴 + 𝐿 cos 𝜃

]                                                (III.12) 

In the inertial frame, these velocities can be calculated as a function of the velocities of the robot 

center-point A: 

[
�̇�𝑝𝑅

𝐼

�̇�𝑝𝑅
𝐼 ] = [

�̇�𝐴 + 𝐿 θ̇cos 𝜃

�̇�𝐴 + 𝐿 θ̇sin 𝜃
]                                                     (III.13) 

[
�̇�𝑝𝐿

𝐼

�̇�𝑝𝐿
𝐼 ] = [

�̇�𝐴 − 𝐿 θ̇cos 𝜃

�̇�𝐴 − 𝐿 θ̇sin 𝜃
]                                                     (III.14) 

Moreover,  

{
𝑣𝑝𝑅 = �̇�𝑝𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝑝𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑅�̇�𝑅

𝑣𝑝𝐿 = �̇�𝑝𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝑝𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑅�̇�𝐿
                                      (III.15) 

Replacing (III.13) and (III.14) in (III.15):  

{
�̇�𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝐿�̇� = 𝑅�̇�𝑅

�̇�𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 − 𝐿�̇� = 𝑅�̇�𝐿

                                            (III.16) 

Replacing (III.6) in (III.16), rolling constraint equations are formulated as follows: 

{
�̇�𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝐿�̇� = 𝑅�̇�𝑅

�̇�𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 − 𝐿�̇� = 𝑅�̇�𝐿

                                            (III.17)                                     

Using the contact points velocities from (III.17) and substituting in (𝑥𝐶 , 𝑦𝐶) the three constraint 

equations can be written in the following matrix form: 
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Ʌ(𝑞)�̇� = 0                                                              (III.18) 

Where  

Ʌ(𝑞) = [
− sin 𝜃
cos 𝜃
cos 𝜃

cos 𝜃
sin 𝜃
sin 𝜃

−𝑑
𝐿
−𝐿

0
−𝑅
0

0
0

−𝑅
]                                 (III.19) 

And  

�̇� = [�̇�𝐶 �̇�𝐶 �̇� �̇�𝑅 �̇�𝐿]
𝑟                                          (III.20) 

{
𝑣𝑅 = 𝑅�̇�𝑅

𝑣𝐿 = 𝑅�̇�𝐿
                                                          (III.21) 

Linear velocities (III.21), the constraints matrix Ʌ(𝑞)(III.19) and the generalized coordinates q 

(III.20) will be used in the next section for the DDWMR dynamic modeling. 

III.3. DDWMR Kinematic model 

Kinematic is the study of the motion without considering the forces. The purpose of the 

kinematic modelling is to derive robot velocities as a function of the driving wheels velocities in 

predefined constraints. Robot’s wheels have same angular speed according to the instantaneous 

curvature center. So the right wheel and the left wheel velocity relation can be obtained as below 

[91] 

𝜔(𝐼𝐶𝐶 + 𝐿) = 𝑣𝐿 , 𝜔(𝐼𝐶𝐶 − 𝐿) = 𝑣𝑅 → 𝐼𝐶𝐶 = 𝐿(𝑣𝑅 + 𝑣𝐿)/(𝑣𝑅 − 𝑣𝐿)                                  (III.22) 

The linear and the angular velocity of the robot as follow, respectively; 

𝑣 = 𝜔 ∗ 𝐼𝐶𝐶 = (𝑣𝑅 + 𝑣𝐿) 2 = 𝑅(�̇�𝑅 + �̇�𝐿)/2⁄                                                                (III.23) 

  �̇� = 𝜔 = (𝑣𝑅 − 𝑣𝐿) 2𝐿⁄ = 𝑅(�̇�𝑅 − �̇�𝐿)/2𝐿                                                                   (III.24) 

From (III.23) and (III.24) and (III.16), we get:  
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[

�̇�𝐴

�̇�𝐴

�̇�

] = [
cos 𝜃 0
sin 𝜃 0
0 1

] [
𝑣
𝜔
] =

[
 
 
 
 
𝑅

2
cos 𝜃

𝑅

2
cos 𝜃

𝑅

2
sin 𝜃

𝑅

2
sin 𝜃

𝑅

2𝐿
−

𝑅

2𝐿 ]
 
 
 
 

[
�̇�𝑅

�̇�𝐿
]                                                (III.25) 

Replacing in (III.6), we obtain:  

[

�̇�𝐶

�̇�𝐶

�̇�

] = [
cos 𝜃 −𝑑 sin 𝜃
sin 𝜃 𝑑 cos 𝜃
0 1

] [
𝑣
𝜔
]                                             (III.26) 

Replacing (III.23) and (III.24) in (III.26), Robot’s velocity according to the center of mass C of the 

inertial coordinate system is given by: 

[

�̇�𝑐

�̇�𝑐

�̇�

] =

[
 
 
 
 (

𝑅

2
) (cos 𝜃 − (

𝑑

𝐿
) sin 𝜃) (

𝑅

2
) (cos 𝜃 + (

𝑑

𝐿
) )sin 𝜃)

(
𝑅

2
) (sin 𝜃 + (

𝑑

𝐿
) cos 𝜃) (

𝑅

2
) (sin 𝜃 − (

𝑑

𝐿
) cos 𝜃)

𝑅

2𝐿
−

𝑅

2𝐿 ]
 
 
 
 

[
�̇�𝑅

�̇�𝐿
]                            (III.27) 

Equation (III.27) represents the forward kinematic model of the DDWMR. 

III.4. Dynamic modeling of the DDWMR without wheel slips 

Unlike kinematics where the forces are not taken into consideration, dynamics is the study 

of the motion of a mechanical system taking into consideration the different forces that affect its 

motion. The dynamic model is very important for DDWMR simulation as well as for control and 

navigation algorithms design. 

 The most popular approaches to design the dynamic model of DDWMR, are either the Lagrangian 

approach [92] [93]or the Newton-Euler approach [94] [95]. Other formalisms such as the Kane’s 

method have been also suggested as viable approaches of DDMR modeling [96]. In the Newton 

Euler method, one has to take into account two kinds of forces applied to a system: the given forces 

and the constraint forces. The given forces include the externally impressed forces by the actuators 

while the constraint forces are the forces of interaction between the robot platform and ground 

through wheels. Moreover, in a system with interconnected elements, the components may interact 

with each other through gears, springs, and frictional elements. Therefore, we need to take into 
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account all of these forces. It is clear that the Newtonian approach includes a few practical 

difficulties since in most cases these forces are not easily quantifiable.  

The methodology developed by Lagrange overcomes these problems by expressing the forces in 

terms of system energies, i.e., the kinetic energy and the potential energy, which are scalar 

quantities easily expressible in terms of system coordinates. The derivation of the Lagrange 

equations requires also that the generalized coordinates be independent. This will be the method 

developed in this thesis. 

A non-holonomic DDWMR with n generalized coordinates (𝑞1, 𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑛) and subject to m 

constraints can be described by the following equations of motion: 

𝑀(𝑞)�̈� + 𝑉(𝑞, �̇�)�̇� + 𝐹(�̇�) + 𝐺(𝑞) + 𝜏𝑑 = 𝐵(𝑞)𝜏 − Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)𝜆                        (III.28) 

Where:  

𝑀(𝑞): is an 𝑛x𝑛 symmetric positive definite inertia matrix, 𝑉(𝑞, �̇�)is the centripetal and coriolis 

matrix, 𝐹(�̇�)is the surface friction matrix, G(q) is the gravitational vector, 𝜏𝑑 is the vector of 

bounded unknown disturbances including unstructured unmodeled dynamics, B(q) is the input 

matrix, τ is the input vector, Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)is the matrix associated with the kinematic constraints, and λ is 

the Lagrange multipliers vector [96]. 

Lagrange dynamic approach  

Lagrange dynamic approach is a very powerful method for formulating the equations of 

motion of dynamic systems. This method, which was introduced by Lagrange, is used to 

systematically derive equations of motion by considering kinetic and potential energies of the given 

system.  

The Lagrange equation can be written in the following form: 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(

𝜕𝐿

𝜕�̇�𝑖
) −

𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝑞𝑖
= 𝐹 − Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)𝜆                                   (III.29) 
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Where L=T-V is the Lagrangian function, T, is the kinetic energy of the system, V is the potential 

energy of the system, 𝑞
𝑖
are the generalized coordinates, F is the generalized force vector, Λ is the 

constraints matrix, and λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints.  

The first step in deriving the dynamic model using the Lagrange approach is to find the kinetic and 

potential energies that govern the DDWMR motion. Furthermore, since the DDMR is moving in 

the XI-YI plane, the potential energy of the DDMR is considered to be zero.  

For the DDWMR, the generalized coordinates are selected as follows:  

𝑞 = [𝑥𝑐 𝑦𝑐 𝜃 𝜑𝑅 𝜑𝐿]𝑇                                         (III.30) 

The kinetic energies of the DDMR is the sum of the kinetic energy of the mobile robot without 

wheels plus the kinetic energies of the wheels and actuators.  

The kinetic energy of the robot platform is 

𝑇𝑐 =
1

2
𝑚𝑐𝑣𝑐

2 +
1

2
𝐼𝑐�̇�

2                                                 (III.31) 

While the kinetic energy of the right and left wheel is 

𝑇𝑤𝑅 =
1

2
𝑚𝑤𝑣𝑤𝑅

2 +
1

2
𝐼𝑚�̇�2 +

1

2
𝐼𝑤�̇�𝑅

2                                 (III.32) 

𝑇𝑤𝐿 =
1

2
𝑚𝑤𝑣𝑤𝐿

2 +
1

2
𝐼𝑚�̇�2 +

1

2
𝐼𝑤�̇�𝐿

2                                (III.33) 

where, 𝑚𝑐 is the DDWMR mass without the driving wheels and actuators (DC motors), 𝑚𝑤 is the 

mass of each driving wheel (with actuator), 𝐼𝑐 is the moment of inertia of the DDMR following the 

vertical axis through the center of mass, 𝐼𝑤  and 𝐼𝑚 are the moment of inertia of each driving wheel 

(with actuator) around the wheel axis, and the moment of inertia of each driving wheel with a motor 

around the wheel diameter respectively.  

All velocities will be, first, expressed as a function of the generalized coordinates using the general 

velocity equation in the inertial frame. 

𝑣𝑖
2 = �̇�𝑖

2 + �̇�𝑖
2

                                                                                  (III.34) 
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The Xi and Yi components of the center of mass and wheels are given by (III.5), (III.10) and (III.12) 

We can write:                            {
𝑥𝑝𝑅 = 𝑥𝑤𝑅

𝑦𝑝𝑅 = 𝑦𝑤𝑅
,                    {

𝑥𝑝𝐿 = 𝑥𝑤𝐿

𝑦𝑝𝐿 = 𝑦𝑤𝐿
 

Using (III.31), (III.32) and (III.33) along with (III.6), (III.13) and (III.14) the total kinetic energy 

of the DDWMR is: 

𝑇 =
1

2
𝑚(�̇�𝑐

2 + �̇�𝑐
2) − (𝑚 − 𝑚𝑐)𝑑

2�̇�2 +
1

2
𝐼𝑤(�̇�𝑅

2 + �̇�𝐿
2) +

1

2
𝐼�̇�2            (III.35)                         

Where the following new parameters are introduced: 

𝑚 = 𝑚𝑐 + 2𝑚𝑤 is the total mass of the robot,  𝐼 = 𝐼𝑐 + 2𝑚𝑤(𝐿2 + 𝑑2) + 2𝐼𝑚 is the total 

equivalent inertia. 

Using (III.29) along with the Lagrangian function, L=T the equations of motion of the DDWMR 

are given by 

𝑚�̈�𝑐 + 2𝑑𝑚𝑤(�̈� sin 𝜃 + �̇�2 cos 𝜃) = 𝜆1 sin 𝜃 − 𝜆2 cos 𝜃 − 𝜆3 cos 𝜃                      (III.36) 

𝑚�̈�𝑐 − 2𝑑𝑚𝑤(�̈� cos 𝜃 − �̇�2 sin 𝜃) = −𝜆1 cos 𝜃 − 𝜆2 sin 𝜃 − 𝜆3 sin 𝜃                    (III.37) 

2𝑑𝑚𝑤(�̈�𝑐 sin 𝜃 − �̈�𝑐 cos 𝜃) + 𝐼�̈� = 𝜆1𝑑 − 𝜆2𝐿 + 𝜆3𝐿                                           (III.38)                                                              

𝐼𝑤�̈�𝑅 = 𝜏𝑅 + 𝜆2𝑅                                                          (III.39) 

𝐼𝑤�̈�𝐿 = 𝜏𝐿 + 𝜆3𝑅                                                          (III.40) 

Now, the obtained equations of motion (III.36) and (III.40) can be represented in the general form 

given by (III.28) as follows: 

𝑀(𝑞)�̈� + 𝑉(𝑞, �̇�)�̇� = 𝐵(𝑞)𝜏 − Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)𝜆                                        (III.41) 

Where 
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𝑀(𝑞) =

[
 
 
 
 

𝑚 0
0 𝑚

2𝑑𝑚𝑤 sin 𝜃
0
0

−2𝑑𝑚𝑤 cos 𝜃
0
0

2𝑑𝑚𝑤 sin 𝜃
−2𝑑𝑚𝑤 cos 𝜃

𝐼
0
0

0
0
0
𝐼𝑤
0

0
0
0
0
𝐼𝑤]

 
 
 
 

, 𝑉(𝑞, �̇�) =

[
 
 
 
 0 0
0 0
0
0
0

0
0
0

2𝑑𝑚𝑤�̇� cos 𝜃

2𝑑𝑚𝑤�̇� sin 𝜃
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0
0
0

0
0
0]
 
 
 
 

, 

𝐵(𝑞) =

[
 
 
 
 
0 0
0 0
0
1
0

0
0
1]
 
 
 
 

 

Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)𝜆 =

[
 
 
 
 
− sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 cos 𝜃
cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃 sin 𝜃

0
0
0

𝐿
−𝑅
0

−𝐿
0

−𝑅 ]
 
 
 
 

[

𝜆1

𝜆2

𝜆3

] 

Next, the system described by (III.41) is transformed into an alternative form, which is more 

convenient for the purpose of control and simulation. The main aim is to eliminate the constraint 

term Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)𝜆 in (III.41) since the Lagrange multipliers 𝜆𝑖 are unknown.  

This is done first by defining the reduced vector: 

𝜂 = [
�̇�𝑅

�̇�𝐿
]                                                              (III.42) 

Next, by expressing the generalized coordinates velocities using the forward kinematic model 

given by (III.27). Then we can obtain: 

[
 
 
 
 
�̇�𝑐

�̇�𝑐

𝜃
�̇�𝑅

�̇�𝐿

̇

]
 
 
 
 

=
1

2

[
 
 
 
 
 
 𝑅(cos 𝜃 − (

𝑑

𝐿
) sin 𝜃) 𝑅(cos 𝜃 + (

𝑑

𝐿
) )sin 𝜃)

𝑅(sin 𝜃 + (
𝑑

𝐿
) cos 𝜃) 𝑅(sin 𝜃 − (

𝑑

𝐿
) cos 𝜃)

𝑅

𝐿

2
0

−
𝑅

𝐿

0
2 ]

 
 
 
 
 
 

[
�̇�𝑅

�̇�𝐿
]                 (III.43) 

This can be written in the form 

�̇� = 𝑆(𝑞)𝜂                                                        (III.44) 
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It can be verified that the transformation matrix 𝑆(𝑞) is in the null space of the constraint 

matrix Ʌ(𝑞). Therefore, we have 

𝑆𝑇(𝑞)Ʌ𝑇(𝑞) = 0                                                   (III.45) 

Taking the time derivative of (III.44) gives: 

�̈� = �̇�(𝑞)𝜂 + 𝑆(𝑞)�̇�                                                (III.46) 

By substituting (III.44) and (III.46) in the main (III.41) we obtain 

M(q)[Ṡ(q)η + S(q)η̇] + V(q, q̇)[S(q)η] = B(q)τ − ɅT(q)λ                           (III.47) 

Next, rearranging the equation and multiplying both sides by matrix 𝑆(𝑞)leads to (III.48). 

ST(q)M(q)S(q)η̇ + ST(q)[M(q)Ṡ(q) + V(q, q̇)S(q)]η = ST(q)B(q)τ − ST(q)ɅT(q)λ(III.48) 

Where the last term is identical to zero (III.45). Now defining the new matrices: 

𝑀(𝑞) = ST(q)M(q)S(q) 

V(q, q̇) = ST(q)[M(q)Ṡ(q) + V(q, q̇)S(q)] 

B(q) = ST(q)B(q) 

The dynamic equations are reduced to the form 

𝑀(𝑞)η̇ + V(q, q̇)η = B(q)𝜏                                     (III.49) 

Where  

𝑀(𝑞) =

[
 
 
 
𝑅2

4𝐿2
(𝑚(𝑑2 + 𝐿2) − 4𝑑2𝑚𝑤 + 𝐼) + 𝐼𝑤

𝑅2

4𝐿2
(𝑚(𝐿2 − 𝑑2) + 4𝑑2𝑚𝑤 − 𝐼)

𝑅2

4𝐿2
(𝑚(𝐿2 − 𝑑2) + 4𝑑2𝑚𝑤 − 𝐼)

𝑅2

4𝐿2
(𝑚(𝑑2 + 𝐿2) − 4𝑑2𝑚𝑤 + 𝐼) + 𝐼𝑤]
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V(q, q̇) = [
0

𝑅2

2𝐿
𝑑𝑚𝑐�̇�

−
𝑅2

2𝐿
𝑑𝑚𝑐�̇� 0

] and  B(q) = [
1 0
0 1

] 

Equation (III.49) shows that the DDWMR dynamics are expressed only as a function of the right 

and left wheel angular velocities(�̇�𝑅 , �̇�𝐿), the robot angular velocity �̇� and the driving motor 

torques(𝜏𝑅 , 𝜏𝐿). The equation of motion (III.49) can be also transformed into an alternative form, 

which is represented by linear, and angular velocities (𝑣, 𝜔) of the DDWMR. Using the kinematic 

model equations (III.23) and (III.24), it can be, easily, shown that the motion equation (III.49) can 

be rearranged in the following compact form: 

{
(𝑚 +

2𝐼𝑤

𝑅2 ) �̇� − 𝑚𝑐𝑑𝜔2 =
1

𝑅
(𝜏𝑅 + 𝜏𝐿)

(𝑑2(𝑚𝑐 − 2𝑚𝑤) + 𝐼 +
2𝐿2

𝑅2 𝐼𝑤) �̇� + 𝑚𝑐𝑑𝜔𝑣 =
𝐿

𝑅
(𝜏𝑅 − 𝜏𝐿)

                               (III.50) 

III.5. Dynamic modeling of the DDWMR with wheel slips 

In this work, we want to investigate the navigation problem of a non-holonomic DDWMR when 

the ideal no-slip condition does not hold true. Therefore, we want to include wheel slipping into 

the dynamics model of the system [96]. We start by introducingξr, ξl and δr, δl as the longitudinal 

and lateral slip displacement for the right and left wheel respectively (figure III-3). 

 

Figure III-3: Rolling and lateral slip motions of wheel. 

We then define a new state to represent the total longitudinal displacement of the wheel center as 

{
𝜌𝑟 = 𝑅𝜑𝑅 + 𝜉𝑟
𝜌𝑙 = 𝑅𝜑𝐿 + 𝜉𝑙

                                                                             (III.51) 

And our new generalized coordinates considering wheel slips become: 
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𝑞 = [𝑥𝐶 𝑦𝐶 𝜃 𝛿𝑟 𝛿𝑙 𝜌𝑟 𝜌𝑙 𝜑𝑅 𝜑𝐿]
𝑇                         (III.52) 

The new non-holonomic longitudinal constraints of the robot then become 

{
�̇�𝑟 = �̇�𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝐿�̇�

�̇�𝑙 = �̇�𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + �̇�𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 − 𝐿�̇�
                                                       (III.53) 

Since the two driving wheels are rigidly connected with the robot body and do not have relative 

motion along lateral direction, their lateral slips have to be same δr=δl, as seen below. 

{
�̇�𝑟 = −�̇�𝐶 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + �̇�𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − 𝑑�̇�

�̇�𝑙 = −�̇�𝐶 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + �̇�𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − 𝑑�̇�
                                                           (III.54) 

Writing above new constraints in the form of (III.18) and we will have matrix as 

Ʌ(𝑞) = [

− 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃
−𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

−𝑑
−𝑑
𝐿
−𝐿

−1
0

−𝑅
0

0
−1
0

−𝑅

0
0
−1
0

0
0
0
−1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

]                (III.55) 

Then we can find matrix S and vector, which fulfill (III.44) and (III.45), as follows 

𝑆(𝑞) =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

𝐿 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃−𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

2𝐿

𝐿 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃+𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

2𝐿
0 0

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃+𝐿 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

2𝐿

−𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃+𝐿 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

2𝐿
0 0

0
1

2𝐿
−

1

2𝐿
0 0

1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                           (III.56) 

𝜂(𝑡) = [�̇�𝑙 �̇�𝑟 �̇�𝑙 �̇�𝑅 �̇�𝐿]
𝑇                                          (III.57) 

By applying the methodology developed by Lagrange, under the rolling hypothesis in the presence 

of slip and the influence of the traction forces on the robot, the equation of motion (III.41) can be 

rewritten in the following form: 

𝑀(𝑞)�̈� + 𝑉(𝑞, �̇�)�̇� = 𝐵(𝑞)𝜏 + 𝐹(�̇�) − Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)                                         (III.58) 
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After taking the proper derivatives, by substituting (III.44) in the dynamic model of the robot 

(III.58). The equation (III.29) can generate equations of motion that can be written in the following 

form: 

𝑀(𝑞)[�̇�(𝑞)𝜂 + 𝑆(𝑞)�̇�] + 𝑉(𝑞, �̇�) = 𝐵(𝑞)𝜏 + 𝐹(�̇�) − Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)𝜆               (III.59) 

Where 

𝑀(𝑞) = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔([𝑚𝐶 𝑚𝐶 𝐼𝐶 + 2𝐼𝑚 𝑚𝑤 𝑚𝑤 𝑚𝑤 𝑚𝑤 𝐼𝑤 𝐼𝑤]) 

𝑉 = [0 0 0 𝑚𝑤�̇��̇�𝑟 𝑚𝑤�̇��̇�𝑙 −𝑚𝑤�̇��̇�𝑟 −𝑚𝑤�̇��̇�𝑙 0 0]
𝑇
 

𝜆 = [𝜆1 𝜆2 𝜆3 𝜆4] 

𝐵 = [02𝑥7 𝐼2𝑥2]
𝑇 

𝐹(�̇�) = [0 0 0 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑙 −𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑟 −𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑙] 

We multiply the equation (III.59) by 𝑆𝑇(𝑞) as follows  

𝑆𝑇(𝑞)𝑀(𝑞)𝑆(𝑞)�̇� + (𝑆𝑇(𝑞)𝑀(𝑞)�̇�(𝑞)) 𝜂 + 𝑆𝑇(𝑞)𝑉(𝑞, �̇�) = 𝑆𝑇(𝑞)𝐵(𝑞)𝜏 + 𝑆𝑇(𝑞)𝐹(�̇�) −

𝑆𝑇(𝑞)Ʌ𝑇(𝑞)𝜆                       (III.60) 

Where the last term is identical to zero (III.45), we can simplify the equation (III.60) such as 

(𝑆𝑇𝑀𝑆)�̇�(𝑡) + (𝑆𝑇𝑀�̇�)𝜂(𝑡) + 𝑆𝑇𝑉 = 𝑆𝑇𝐵𝜏 + 𝑆𝑇𝐹                                   (III.61) 

By writing (III.61) in another form, one can separate the equations of torques as follows: 

{

(𝑆𝑇𝑀𝑆̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)�̇̅�(𝑡) + (𝑆𝑇𝑀�̇�̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) �̅�(𝑡) + 𝑆𝑇𝑉̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = 𝑆𝑇𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝐼𝑤�̈�𝑟 = 𝜏𝑅 − 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑅

𝐼𝑤�̈�𝑙 = 𝜏𝐿 − 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑅

                                  (III.62) 

In this work, we assume the traction force can be linearly approximated as follows, [96] 
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𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 = 𝛽
�̇�

|�̇�|
, 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 = 𝛼

�̇�

|�̇�|
 

Where 𝛼 > 0 and 𝛽 < 0 are constants. 

III.6. Driving wheel DC motor modeling 

The DC motors, which are generally used to drive the wheels of a differential drive mobile 

robot system, are considered the servo actuators. They were used to drive our mobile robot. DC 

motors can be controlled with voltage, so the following equations are used for simulations [97] 

𝑒𝑎 = 𝐾𝑏𝜔𝑚                                                                  (III.63) 

𝑣𝑎 = 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑎 + 𝐿𝑎
𝑑𝑖𝑎

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑒𝑎                                              (III.64) 

𝜏𝑚 = 𝐾𝑡𝑖𝑎                                                                    (III.65) 

𝜏𝑚 = 𝐽
𝑑𝜔𝑚

𝑑𝑡
                                                                  (III.66) 

𝜏 = 𝑁𝜏𝑚                                                                    (III.67) 

where, 𝑖𝑎 is the armature current, (𝑅𝑎, 𝐿𝑎) is the resistance and inductance of the armature winding 

respectively, 𝑒𝑎 is the back fem, 𝜔𝑚 is the rotor angular speed, 𝜏𝑚 is the motor torque, (𝐾𝑡, 𝐾𝑏) are the 

torque constant and back fem constant respectively, 𝑁 is the gear ratio, 𝐽 is moment of inertia of 

the motor shaft and 𝜏 is the output torque applied to the wheel. 

Since, in the DDWMR, the motors are mechanically coupled to the robot wheels through the gears, 

the equations of motion of the motors are linked directly with the mechanical dynamics of the 

DDWMR. Therefore, each DC motor will have: 

{
𝜔𝑚𝑅 = 𝑁�̇�𝑅

𝜔𝑚𝐿 = 𝑁�̇�𝐿
                                                        (III.68) 

Setting Ua sEa sas control input, then the transfer from the control input to the angular speed 

output as follow can be expressed in Laplace as follows:  
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𝛺(𝑠) = 𝐻(𝑠)𝑈𝑎(s)                                                       (III.69) 

After development, the transfer function of the DC motor can be given by:  

𝐻(𝑠) =
𝐾𝑚

𝐽𝑇𝑎
𝐾𝑎𝐾𝑡𝐾𝑏

𝑠2+
𝐽

𝐾𝑎𝐾𝑡𝐾𝑏
𝑠+1

                                             (III.70) 

Where 𝐾𝑚 =
1

𝐾𝑏
, 𝑇𝑎 =

𝐿𝑎

𝑅𝑎
, 𝐾𝑎 =

1

𝑅𝑎
 

In equation 70, the 𝑠2 coefficient is very small and can be neglected because of the small coefficient 

𝑇𝑎 compared to the 𝑠 coefficient. Therefore, the transfer function (III.70) can be approximated as 

follows:  

𝐻(𝑠) =
𝐾𝑚

𝜏𝑠+1
                                                         (III.71) 

according to [97], due to the identification of the parameters, the following transfer functions 

corresponding to each wheel (left and right) of the control system were obtained and adapted in 

our work 

𝐻𝐿 =
2.6

0.28𝑠+1
                                                 (III.72) 

𝐻𝑅 =
2.7

0.3𝑠+1
                                                  (III.73) 

Figure III-4 illustrate the loop of control for DC motors (right and left) angular velocity using PID 

controller based on the DDWRM dynamic model.  
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Figure III-4: Velocity control of DDWMR dynamic model with actuators 

Table III-I describes the parameters of the PIONEER 3DX mobile robot that we used in this work 

Table III-1: Parameters of robot 

Robot 

Term Unit                                Value 

𝑚𝑐 

𝑚𝑤 

𝐼𝑐 

𝐼𝑤 

𝐼𝑚 

d 

R 

L 

N 

kg                             27 

kg                            0.5 

𝑘𝑔𝑚2                       0 .732 

𝑘𝑔𝑚2                       0.0025 

𝑘𝑔𝑚2                      0.0012 

𝑚                          0.0 

                                𝑚                           0.0975 

  𝑚                           0.164 

−                             53 

III.7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, first the kinematic model, which describes the speeds of the system, is presented 

by a set of first order differential equations. Second, the dynamic model is described by movement 

when forces are applied to the system, the Lagrange formulation is presented to provide theoretical 

background of a non-holonomic DDWMR model with and without slip dynamics. Finally, the 

parameters necessary for the simulation have been presented. 
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Chapter IV. FUZZY TYPE 1 AND INTERVAL TYPE 2 CONTROLLERS  

IV.1. Introduction 

Navigation remains a crucial problem in many applications (surveillance, reconnaissance, 

cartography, etc.). Many solutions are proposed in the literature to allow a mobile robot to navigate 

to several waypoints autonomously. However, most of these solutions require an accurate dynamic 

model with an accurate positioning system and do not take into consideration the appropriate 

trajectory for optimal navigation, nor the effect of the type of soil on navigation performance 

especially when the odometry is used as the main sensor. Thus, we offer an efficient solution for 

the navigation of DDWMR waypoints. The solution must be robust face modeling errors, 

parameter uncertainties and wheel slip depending on the type of soil. We have chosen a solution 

based on fuzzy logic, which does not require knowledge of the model in order to overcome these 

various uncertainties and overcome the complexity of modeling the robot, the ground and the 

sensors. For this, two fuzzy controllers are implemented and compared. In this chapter, we do this 

from a high-level perspective in order to give a feel for the nature of fuzzy sets and their 

applications. 

IV.2. Overview of fuzzy logic controllers 

IV.2.1. What is a type-1 fuzzy set? 

Fuzzy logic is the logic that deals with fuzzy sets [98]. The concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy 

logic are used in fuzzy control. The compositional rule of fuzzy inference is particularly applicable 

in the context of fuzzy control.  A fuzzy set is a set that does not have a sharp (crisp) boundary. In 

other words, there is a softness associated with the membership function of fuzzy sets (Figure IV-

1). 

Suppose that a group of people is asked about the temperature values they associate with the 

linguistic concepts Hot and Cold. If crisp sets are employed, as shown in figure IV-1a, then a 

threshold must be chosen above which temperature values are considered Hot and below which 

they are considered Cold. Reaching a consensus about such a threshold is difficult, and even if an 

agreement can be reached—for example, 18°C—, is it reasonable to conclude that 17.99999°C is 

Cold whereas 18.00001°C is Hot? 
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In figure IV-1b, no sharp boundaries exist between the two sets and that each value on the 

horizontal axis may simultaneously belong to more than one type 1 fuzzy set but with different 

degrees of membership. For example, 26∘C, which is in the crisp Hot set with a membership degree 

of 1.0 (figure IV-1a), is now in that set to 0.8 degree, but is also in the Cold set with degree 0.2 

(figure IV-1b). Type 1 fuzzy sets provide a means for calculating intermediate values between the 

crisp values associated with being absolutely true (1) or absolutely false (0). Those values range 

between 0 and 1 (and can include them); thus, it can be said that a fuzzy set allows the calculation 

of shades of gray between white and black (or true and false).  The smooth transition that occurs 

between type 1 fuzzy sets gives a good decision response for a type 1 fuzzy logic control system 

face noises and other uncertainties [98]. 

 

Figure IV-1: Representing Cold and Hot using (a) crisp sets, and (b) type-1 fuzzy sets [98] 

IV.2.2. What is a type 1 fuzzy logic controller? 

With the advent of type 2 fuzzy sets and type 2 fuzzy logic control, it has become necessary 

to distinguish between type 2 fuzzy logic control and all earlier fuzzy logic control that uses type 

1 fuzzy sets. Fuzzy logic control aims to mimic the process followed by the human mind when 

performing control actions. In its attempt to mimic human control actions, a type 1 FLC, whose 

structure is shown in figure VI-2, is composed of four main components: fuzzifier, rules, inference 

engine, and defuzzifier, where the operation of each component is summarized as follows: 

• The fuzzifier maps each measured numerical input variable into a fuzzy set. One motivation for 

doing this is that measurements may be corrupted by noise and are somewhat uncertain (even after 

filtering). So, for example, a measured temperature of 26°C may be modeled as a triangular type-
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1 fuzzy set that is symmetrically centered around 26°C, where the base of the triangle is related to 

the uncertainty of this measurement. If, however, one believes that there is no measurement 

uncertainty, then the measurements can be modeled as crisp sets. 

• Fuzzy Rules have an if–then structure, for example: If Temperature is Low and Pressure is High, 

then Fan Speed is Low. Each IF part of a fuzzy rule is called its antecedent and the THEN part of 

a rule is called its consequent. Rules relate input fuzzy sets to output fuzzy sets. All of the fuzzy 

rules are collected into a rule base. 

 

Figure IV-2: General structure of a type1 FLC. 

The heavy lines with arrows indicate the path taken by signals during the actual operation of the 

FLC. Rules are used during FLC design and are activated by the inference engine during the actual 

operation of the FLC. 

• The inference engine decides which rules from the rule base are fired and what their degrees of 

firing are, by using the fuzzy sets provided to it from the fuzzifier as well as some mathematics 

about fuzzy sets. The inference engine may also combine each rule’s degree of firing with that 

rule’s consequent fuzzy set to produce the rule’s output fuzzy set (i.e., its fired-rule output set), and 

then combine all of those sets (across all of the fired rules) to produce an aggregated fuzzy output 

set using the mathematics of fuzzy sets; or it may send each rule’s degree of firing directly to the 

defuzzifier where they are all aggregated in a different way. 
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• The defuzzifier receives either the aggregated fuzzy output sets from the inference engine or the 

degrees of firing for each rule plus some information about each consequent fuzzy set, and then 

processes this data to produce crisp (numerical) outputs that are then passed to the physical 

actuators that control the actual plant. 

In general, real-world control systems, such as fuzzy logic control systems, are affected by the 

following uncertainties: 

• Uncertainties about the FLC inputs: For instance, sensor measurements can be affected by high 

noise levels and changing observation conditions such as changing environmental conditions, for 

example, wind, rain, humidity, and so forth. In addition to measurement noise, other possible inputs 

to the FLC, such as those estimated by an observer or computed using a process model, can also 

be imprecise and exhibit uncertainty. 

• Uncertainties about control outputs that can occur because of changes in an actuator’s 

characteristics due to wear and tear as well as environmental changes. 

• Uncertainties about the change in operating conditions of the controller, such as changes in a 

plant’s parameters. 

• Uncertainties due to disturbances acting upon the system when those disturbances cannot be 

measured, for example, wind buffeting an airplane. 

• Linguistic uncertainties because the meaning of words that are used in antecedents and 

consequents linguistic labels can be uncertain, some words mean different things to different FLC 

designers. 

• In addition, experts do not always agree and they often provide different consequents for the same 

antecedents. A survey of experts will usually lead to a histogram of possibilities for the consequent 

of a rule; this histogram represents the uncertainty about the consequent of a rule. 

There are two widely used architectures for a type 1 FLC that mainly differ in their fuzzy rule 

consequents. Those architectures are: 
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• Mamdani FLC, developed by Mamdani and Assilian (1975) in which the antecedents and 

consequents of the rules are linguistic terms, for example: If x1 is Low and x2 is High, then u is 

Low. The linguistic labels for antecedents and consequents in a Mamdani FLC are represented by 

type 1 fuzzy sets. 

•Takagi–Sugeno (TS) FLC or Takagi–Sugeno–Kang (TSK) FLC (Takagi and Sugeno, 1985) in 

which the antecedents of the rules are also linguistic terms (modeled as type 1 fuzzy sets), but each 

rule’s consequent is modeled as a mathematical function of the input variables [98].  

IV.2.3. What is a type-2 fuzzy set? 

Because type 1 fuzzy sets (e.g., as in figure VI-1b) are themselves crisp and precise (i.e., 

their membership functions are supposed known perfectly), this does not allow for any 

uncertainties about membership values, which is a potential shortcoming when using of such fuzzy 

sets. A type-2 fuzzy set is characterized by a fuzzy membership function, that is, the membership 

value for each element of this set is itself a fuzzy set in [0,1]. The membership functions of type 2 

fuzzy sets are three dimensional (3D) and include a footprint of uncertainty (FOU) (which is shaded 

in gray in figure VI-3a). It is the new third dimension of Type 2 fuzzy sets (e.g., figure VI-4c) and 

its FOU that provide additional degrees of freedom that make it possible to directly model and 

handle membership function uncertainties. 

In figure VI-3a, we observe that the 26°C membership value in Hot is no longer a crisp value of 

0.8 (as was the case in figureVI-1b); instead, it is a function that takes values from 0.6 to 0.8 in the 

primary membership domain, and maps them into a triangular distribution in the third dimension 

(figure VI-3b), called a secondary membership function. This triangular secondary membership 

function weights the interval [0.6, 0.8] more strongly over its middle values and less strongly away 

from those middle values. Of course, other weightings are possible, including equal weightings, in 

which case the type 2 fuzzy set is called an interval type 2 fuzzy set (IT2 fuzzy set). Being able to 

choose different kinds of secondary membership functions demonstrates one of the flexibilities of 

type 2 fuzzy sets. Figure VI-4c depicts the 3D MF of a general type 2 fuzzy set whose secondary 

MFs [fx(u)] are triangles. When the secondary membership values equal 1 for all the primary 

membership values (as in the dashed curve in figure VI-4b), this results in an interval-valued 

secondary membership function, and, as just mentioned, the resulting type 2 fuzzy set is called an 
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interval type 2 fuzzy set. In figure VI-4c, 𝜇(x, u) denotes the membership function value at (x, u). 

Figure VI-5 depicts the FOU of an interval type 2 fuzzy set for Low. The three dashed functions 

that are embedded within that FOU are type 1 fuzzy sets. Clearly, one can cover this FOU with a 

multitude of such type 1 fuzzy sets.  It is important is interpreting an interval type 2 fuzzy set as 

the aggregation of amultitude of type 1 fuzzy sets. This suggests that type 1 fuzzy sets and 

everything that is already known about them can be used in derivations involving interval type 2 

fuzzy sets [98]. 

 

Figure IV-3: Type-2 fuzzy sets: (a) FOU and a primary membership and (b) a triangle secondary 

membership function [98]. 

 

Figure IV-4: (a) FOU with primary membership (dashed) at x′, (b) two possible secondary 

membership functions (triangle in solid line and interval in dashed line) associated with x′, 

and, (c) the resulting 3D type-2 fuzzy set. 
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Figure IV-5: Three type-2 fuzzy sets that are embedded in the FOU of Low  

IV.2.4. What is a type 2 fuzzy logic controller? 

A type 2 FLC is depicted in figure VI-6. It contains five components: fuzzifier, rules, 

inference engine, type reducer, and defuzzifier. In a type 2 FLC the inputs and/or outputs are 

represented by type 2 FSs, and it operates as follows: crisp inputs, obtained from input sensors, are 

fuzzified into input type 2 fuzzy sets, which then activate an inference engine that uses the same 

rules used in a type 1 FLC to produce output type 2 fuzzy sets. These are then processed by a type 

reducer that projects the type 2 fuzzy sets into a type 1 fuzzy set (this step is called type reduction) 

after which that type 1 fuzzy set is defuzzified to produce a crisp output that, for example, can be 

used as the command to an actuator in the control system. Type reduction followed by 

defuzzification is usually referred to as output processing [98]. 

 

Figure IV-6: Overview of the architecture of a Type 2 FLC. 
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The heavy lines with arrows indicate the path taken by signals during the actual operation of the 

FLC. Rules are used during the design of the FLC and are activated by the inference engine during 

the actual operation of the FLC. 

In a type 2 FLC all uncertainties are modeled by the type 2 fuzzy sets membership functions in the 

antecedents and/or consequents of the rules, as well as by the kind of fuzzifier. As we have 

explained, a type 2 fuzzy set can be considered as a collection of many embedded type 1 FLCs 

whose crisp output is obtained by aggregating the outputs of all the embedded type 1 FLCs. 

Consequently, a type 2 FLC has the potential to outperform a type 1 FLC under certain conditions 

because it deals with uncertainties by aggregating a multitude of embedded type 1 FLCs. Just as a 

type 1 FLC is a variable structure controller so is a type 2 FLC, and just as a type 1 FLC has two 

architectures, Mamdani and TSK, a type 2 FLC also has those two architectures. In a type 2 

Mamdani or TSK FLC, the fuzzy sets are type 2.  

IV.3. Theory of interval type 2 fuzzy logic controller 

IV.3.1. Type-2 fuzzy sets 

A type 2 fuzzy set (T2-FS), denoted �̃�, is characterized by a type 2 membership function 

𝜇�̃�(𝑥, 𝑣), where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋and 𝑣 ∈ 𝐽𝑥 ⊆ [0,1] [13] 

�̃� = {((𝑥, 𝑣), 𝜇�̃�(𝑥, 𝑣)) ∣ ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, ∀𝑣 ∈ 𝐽𝑥 ⊆ [0,1]}                             (IV.1) 

In which 0 ≤ 𝜇�̃�(𝑥, 𝑣) ≤ 1. �̃� can also be expressed as follows: 

�̃� = ∫ ∫ 𝜇�̃�(𝑥, 𝑣)/(𝑥, 𝑣)𝑣∈𝐽𝑥𝑥∈𝑋
𝐽𝑥 ⊆ [0,1]                                              (IV.2) 

Where ∬ denotes union over all admissible 𝑥 and 𝑣. ∫  is replaced by ∑ when the universe of 

discourse is discrete. For the above definition, the first restriction that 0 ≤ 𝜇�̃�(𝑥, 𝑣) ≤ 1 is 

consistent with the fact that the amplitudes of a membership function should lie between or be 

equal to 0 and 1. The second restriction that ∀𝑣 ∈ 𝐽𝑥 ⊆ [0,1] is consistent with the type-1 constraint 

that 0 ≤ 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) ≤ 1, i.e., when uncertainties disappear a type-2 membership function must be 

reduced to a type-1 membership function, in which case the variable 𝑣 is equal to 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) and 0 ≤

𝜇𝐴(𝑥) ≤ 1. 
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IV.3.2. Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Sets 

An interval type 2 fuzzy set (IT2-FS) �̃� is characterized as [13]: 

�̃� = ∫ ∫ 1/(𝑥, 𝑣)
𝑣∈𝐽𝑥⊆[0,1]𝑥∈𝑋

= ∫ [∫ 1/𝑣
𝑣∈𝐽𝑥⊆[0,1]

]
𝑥∈𝑋

𝑥⁄                              (IV.3) 

Where 𝑥 is the primary variable and xX ; 𝑣 is the secondary variable, v V and it has domain 𝐽𝑥 

at each xX; 𝐽𝑥 is called the primary membership of x and is defined in equation (IV.7) and, the 

secondary grades of �̃� all is equal to 1. The union of all the primary memberships for fuzzy set �̃� 

is called the footprint of uncertainty (FOU) of �̃� (see Fig. IV-7), 

𝐹𝑂𝑈(�̃�) = ⋃ 𝐽𝑥 = {(𝑥, 𝑣): 𝑣 ∈ 𝐽𝑥 ⊆ [0,1]}∀𝑥∈𝑋                                         (IV.4) 

 

Figure IV-7: Interval type 2 fuzzy set 

The upper membership function (UMF) and lower membership function (LMF) of �̃� are two type-

1 MFs that bound the FOU. The UMF is associated with the upper bound of FOU(�̃�) and is denoted 

�̅��̃�(𝑥), ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, and the LMF is associated with the lower bound of FOU (�̃�) and is denoted 𝜇�̃�(𝑥), 

∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 : 

�̅��̃�(𝑥) = 𝐹𝑂𝑈(�̃�)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋                                                    (IV.5) 
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𝜇�̃�(𝑥) = 𝐹𝑂𝑈 (�̃�)∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋                                                     (IV.6) 

Note that 𝐽𝑥is an interval set:  

𝐽𝑥 = {(𝑥, 𝑣): 𝑣 ∈ [𝜇�̃�(𝑥), �̅��̃�(𝑥)]}                                                  (IV.7) 

In this work, the input and output variables will be represented by interval type 2 fuzzy sets. 

IV.3.3. Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Controller 

The basics of fuzzy logic do not change from type 1 to type 2 sets, and in general, will not 

change for any type-n [99]. A higher-type number just indicates a higher "degree of fuzziness". 

Since a higher type changes the nature of the membership functions, the operation that depend on 

the membership functions change too, however, the basic principle of fuzzy logic are independent 

of the nature of membership functions and hence, do not change [100].  

The interval type 2 FLC (IT2 FLC) contains four components fuzzifier, inference engine, rule base, 

and output processing that is inter-connected [101]. The interval type 2 FLC works as follows 

[102]: the crisp input is first fuzzified into input interval type 2 fuzzy sets. The input interval type 

2 fuzzy sets then activate the inference engine and the rule base to produce output interval type 2 

fuzzy sets. The interval type 2 FLC rules will remain the same as in type 1 FLC, but the antecedents 

and/or the consequent will be represented by interval type 2 fuzzy sets. The interval type 2 fuzzy 

outputs of the inference engine are then processed by the type reducer, which combines the output 

sets and performs a centroid calculation that leads to type 1 fuzzy sets called the type-reduced sets. 

After the type reduction process, the type-reduced sets are defuzzified (by taking the average of the 

type-reduced set) to obtain crisp outputs. 

IV.3.4. Computations in an interval type 2 FLC 

IV.3.4.1. Interval type 2 FLC Fuzzification and Inference  

The calculations of the interval type 2 FLC are shown in figure VI-8. When 𝑥1 = 𝑥1
′ , the 

vertical line at 𝑥1
′  intersects FOU(�̃�1) everywhere in the interval [𝜇�̃�1

(𝑥1
′), �̅��̃�1

(𝑥1
′)] : and,  
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when 𝑥2 = 𝑥2
′ , the vertical line at 𝑥2

′  intersects FOU(�̃�2) everywhere in the interval 

[𝜇�̃�2
(𝑥2

′ ), �̅��̃�2
(𝑥2

′ )]   

Two firing levels are then computed, a lower firing level, 𝑓(𝑥′), and an upper firing level𝑓(̅𝑥′),  

where 𝑓(𝑥′) = min [𝜇�̃�1
(𝑥1

′), 𝜇�̃�2
(𝑥2

′ )] and 𝑓(̅𝑥′) = min[�̅��̃�1
(𝑥1

′), �̅��̃�2
(𝑥2

′ )].  

The main thing to observe from this figure is that the result of input and antecedent operations is 

the firing interval 𝐹(𝑥′),  where 𝐹(𝑥′) = [𝑓(𝑥′), 𝑓(̅𝑥′)] , 𝑓(𝑥′) is t-normed with 𝐿𝑀𝐹(�̃�) and 

𝑓(̅𝑥′) is t-normed with 𝑈𝑀𝐹(�̃�). When 𝐹𝑂𝑈(�̃�) is triangular, and the t-norm is minimum, the 

resulting fired-rule FOU is the trapezoidal FOU as shown in figure (IV.8).  

 

Figure IV-8: Interval type 2 FLC fuzzification and inference 

IV.3.4.2. Type-reduction  

In the interval type 2 FLC the output sets are type 2, so we have to use extended version of type 1 

defuzzification methods. The extended defuzzification operation in the type 2 case gives a type 1 

fuzzy set at the output. Since this operation takes us from the type 2 output sets of the interval type 

2 FLC to a type 1 fuzzy set, we call this operation type-reduction and call the type 1 set so obtained 

a type-reduced set [99]. There are several methods of type-reduction.  
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In the version of the IT2-FLS toolbox that we used, the following Type reduction and 

defuzzification methods are supported: 

1) Karnik-Mendel Algorithm (KM)  

2) Enhanced KM Algorithm (EKM)  

3) Iterative Algorithm with Stop Condition (IASC)  

4) Enhanced IASC (EIASC) 

5) Enhanced Opposite Direction Searching Algorithm (EODS)  

6) Wu-Mendel Uncertainty Bound Method (WM)  

7) Nie-Tan Method (NT)  

8) Begian-Melek-Mendel Method (BMM) 

IT2 FLSs have demonstrated better ability to handle uncertainties than their T1 counterparts in 

many applications; however, their high computational cost may prevent them from accessing some 

cost-sensitive real-world applications. In the article [103], which provides a comprehensive 

overview and comparison of categories of methods to reduce the cost of calculating FSL IT2. The 

first category: (EKM) (IASC) (EIASC) (EODS) includes improvements to the KM algorithms. 

Experiments have shown that they are generally all faster than KM algorithms; among them, EODS 

algorithms are the fastest for practical IT2 FLS. Furthermore, EIASC algorithms, which are much 

simpler than EODS algorithms and are at most 1.2 times slower, may also be preferred by 

practitioners for ease of understanding and implementation. The second category includes 

reciprocating type reducers, which have a closed form representation and, therefore, are more 

convenient for analysis. Experiments have shown that these methods are generally faster than KM 

algorithms; among them, the WM and NT methods are the fastest. The BMM method may also be 

preferred because its properties, eg, stability and robustness, have been extensively studied. 

If more computational cost savings are desired, alternative TR algorithms such as WM, NT, BMM 

method can be considered as they are consistently faster than EODS algorithms and their outputs 

are close to outputs of KM algorithms. In our work, we used the NT method. 

IV.3.4.3. Defuzzification 

Defuzzification method used to convert type-reduced set to crisp output. 
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IV.4. Waypoint navigation  

Traditional human used waypoints are mountains, waterways, oasis, buildings, highways 

and railways and other reference objects. Typical waypoints on waters are buoys, lighthouses, 

anchorages and harbors. Typical waypoints in the city are important buildings, skyscrapers, 

churches, supermarkets, factories, stadiums, bridges, tunnels and parks. There are waypoints for 

practical considerations made by industries, e.g. radio masts, beacons and satellites.  

Nowadays the conception of waypoints has reached the abstraction level, which minimizes the 

requests for visible environmental features. For example, artificial airways also known as 

highways-in-the-sky has no visible form at all. Those are series of waypoints used to define 

invisible navigation routes that a pilot navigates through. Abstract waypoints are maintained by 

radio masts on the ground and satellite based technology of Global Positioning System. 

Generally, a single waypoint is a set of coordinates, which indicates an important point in the 

environment Waypoints are defined in a 2D space by longitude and latitude. Some air navigation 

systems incorporate the third coordinate of height. The forth coordinate of time is added in case an 

outer space waypoint is to be specified. 

Waypoints are named this way because waypoints are used to "point out the way" to the goal from 

the robot’s initial position. When navigating through waypoints the robot has an initial instruction 

about the actions that has to be taken when a specific waypoint is reached. 

Actions may imply some modification of the robot’s motion, like a direction, speed, acceleration 

or height when navigating an aircraft. Typically, the modification leads to reaching the next 

waypoint. 

The waypoint navigation system shown in figure IV-9 is composed of three main units. 

1. The reactive unit provides reactive navigation for the robot, which, in the current work is 

achieved by a fuzzy logic control. 

2. The knowledge base contains the robot’s acquired knowledge of the environment represented as 

a set of waypoints and paths between waypoints. 
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3. The deliberative unit is a high-level control unit used for navigation when existing knowledge 

of the environment is available. It contains three elements, namely localization, exploration and 

planning 

 

Figure IV-9: Block diagram of the waypoint navigation system 

Assuming the waypoint navigation system has no previous knowledge of its environment, it 

attempts to reach a goal under reactive control, while continuously transmitting sensor information 

and its current action to the knowledge base. The waypoint in the current system is defined as a 

location where the robot changes its behavior as a result of reacting to the perceived environment.  

Identified waypoints are entered into the knowledge base and are then available to the deliberative 

unit for use in exploration and planning. Suitable waypoints for the environment can be obtained 

following off-line simulation or generated on-line either as a result of executing previous 

navigation tasks or by purposely invoking exploration. Information transfer between the waypoint 
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detector and the localization unit is two-way, since localization needs access to the stored 

waypoints in order to instruct the waypoint detector to remove duplicate entries. The solution to a 

navigation task produced by the planner is a path defined by a sequence of waypoints. 

IV.4.1. Reactive Unit 

The function of the reactive unit is to control the robot when navigating towards a given 

waypoint or when exploring previously uncharted regions of the environment. 

IV.4.2. Waypoint Knowledge Base 

To be able to plan future movements in an autonomous and intelligent manner, a robot 

requires a form of memory to record where it has already been. 

IV.4.3. Deliberative Unit 

The deliberative control system contains three sub-units, namely localization, exploration and 

planning. 

IV.4.3.1. Localization  

The knowledge base of waypoints may be interrogated to provide the location of the robot 

with respect to previously discovered waypoints. 

IV.4.3.2. Exploration 

In order to generate waypoints for use in planning, exploration of the environment is required. 

Given the practical task of moving from a start position to a goal point, two practical approaches 

to the generation of waypoints have been implemented. The first approach is appropriate when the 

robot is introduced to a new environment and the assumption is made that it is completely known. 

The movement to the goal point, is then simulated off-line and the waypoints so generated can be 

used to plan the best path. The second approach is to determine suitable paths using the waypoints 

already entered into the knowledge base arising from previous navigation tasks or planned 

explorative movements. In this case, no a priori knowledge of the environment itself is needed.   
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IV.4.3.3. Planning  

The introduction of waypoints as part of the navigation process gives the opportunity to search 

for a feasible path using only the recorded collection of waypoints rather than attempting to search 

the whole environment. 

In our work, we considered four waypoints. We have considered the initial waypoint1 whose 

coordinates: (xstart = 2 meter, ystart = 0 meter) and the final waypoint4 whose coordinates: (xfinal = 0 

meter, yfinal = 0 meter) pass through two waypoints. The navigator receives the series of waypoints. 

Its role is to generate a trajectory, which is monitored based on the concept of fuzzy logic. 
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Figure IV-10: Waypoints Navigator 
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Figure IV-11: Waypoint navigation diagram 
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IV.5. Navigation using Type 1 Fuzzy controller 

A type 1 fuzzy logic controller is implemented to solve the waypoints navigation problem. 

For that purpose, a MIMO (two-input two-output) Takagi-Sugeno controller is implemented 

(figure IV-9) using MATLAB® Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [104]. 

 

 

Figure IV-12: Internal structure of Type1 Fuzzy Logic Controller 

At each sample time, robot position and orientation errors (𝛥𝑥, 𝛥𝑦, 𝛥𝜃) are calculated (by 

comparing current and desired pose using odometry). Distance error (𝑅𝑜) and orientation error 

(𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎) are used to be the inputs of the Type 1 Fuzzy controller (figure IV.9). This controller is 

able to deliver appropriate action for mobile robot, translational and angular velocity (𝑉,𝑊) 

respectively.  To control the system, we consider the following ranges for the two errors 𝑅𝑜 and 

𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎: 0 ≤  𝑅𝑜 ≤  1.5(𝑚) and −𝜋 ≤  𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎 ≤  𝜋 (𝑟𝑎𝑑). For the controller output, 

maximum translational and angular velocities are given respectively by 𝑉_𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.2 𝑚/𝑠; 

𝑊_𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ±1.4 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠. 
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IV.5.1. Type 1 fuzzy logic controller structure 

To solve the waypoints navigation problem, the first input of the FLC controller (error 

distance (𝑅𝑜)) is represented by five membership functions: Z (Zero), S (Small), M (Medium), B 

(Big), and VB (Very Big) (figure IV-10). 

 

Figure IV-13: Input variable “Ro” 

The second input (angular error (𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎)), is represented by seven membership functions: NB 

(Negative Big), NM (Negative Medium), NS (Negative Small), Z (Zero), PS (Positive Small), PM 

(Positive Medium) and PB (Positive Big), (figure IV-11). 

 

Figure IV-14: Input variable "Etheta" 

The translational velocity, which is one of the outputs of the controller, is described with the 

following linguistic variables: S (Stop), SL (Slow), N (Normal) and F (Full). 
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The angular velocity is described with the following linguistic variables: Right_Full (RF), Right 

(R), Right_Slow (RS), No_Rotation (NR), Left_Slow (LS), Left (L), Left_Full (LF). The 

parameters defining the outputs of the TKS-FLC controller are listed in Table VI-1 and Table IV-

2.  

 

Figure IV-15: Parameters for output: The translational velocity 

 

Figure IV-16: Parameters for output: The angular velocity 

IV.5.2. Type 1 FLC Rule Base 

The main step to design a fuzzy logic controller is the determination of the rules base 

(Inference System). This step requires good expertise of the operator. The inference matrix of the 

proposed controller is illustrated in Table IV-2. This table is developed based on 35 IF-THEN fuzzy 
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rules. . For example, the first rule is: IF (Angular error is Big Negative and Distances is Zero) 

THEN (translational Velocity is Slow and Rotational Velocity is Left). This rule allows the robot 

to change its direction, meanwhile the robot try to keep tracking the desired position.  

Table IV-1: Rules of translational velocity (V) and angular velocity (W) 

VARIABLES Error of Angle (Etheta) 

NB NM NS Z PS PM PB 

D
is

ta
n

ce
 r

o
b

o
t/

g
o
a
l 

(R
o

) 

Z
 𝑽 

S S S S S S S 

𝑾 
L LS NR NR NR RS R 

S
 𝑽 

SL SL N N N SL SL 

𝑾 
LF L LS NR RS R RF 

M
 𝑽 

N N N F N N N 

𝑾 
LF LF LF NR RF RF RF 

B
 𝑽 

F F F F F F F 

𝑾 
LF LF LF NR RF RF RF 

V
B

 𝑽 
SL SL N F N SL SL 

𝑾 
LF LF L NR R RF RF 

IV.6. Waypoint Navigation using interval type 2 Fuzzy logic controller 

In the design of type 2 fuzzy logic controller, we have extended the proposed type 1 

controller to a type 2 using the Interval Type 2 Fuzzy Logic System (IT2-FLS v1.1) 

Matlab/Simulink Toolbox [105]. The inputs of the controllers are the distance robot/goal (𝑅𝑜) and 

the error of angle (𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎). The first controller delivers appropriate translational velocity V) for 

mobile robot, when the second controller delivers angular velocity (W) as shown in figure IV-15 

and figure IV-16. 
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Figure IV-17: Type 2 fuzzy translational velocity control  
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Figure IV-18: Type 2 fuzzy angular velocity control  

The membership functions of the proposed controller inputs are represented in figure IV-17 and 

figure IV-18: 
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Figure IV-19: Input variable "Ro"  

 

Figure IV-20: Input variable “Etheta” 

Similarly to the type 1 fuzzy logic controller, we propose 35 (IF- THEN fuzzy rules) for the type 

2 fuzzy controller. The output processing block is computed by Takagi-Sugeno "som/prod" 

inference method, and "NT" type for reduction and defuzzification. 

IV.7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we propose an efficient solution for DDWMR waypoints navigation that is 

robust face modeling errors and parameters uncertainties. For this purpose, two controllers are 

developed and implemented.  
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Due to the efficiency of fuzzy controllers in mobile robot navigation, we have presented in this 

chapter a fuzzy logic controller for multiple waypoints navigation. Two types of FLC are 

illustrated. Firstly, we have presented an overview of type 1 fuzzy logic controllers and their 

limitations. We then presented the theory of type 2 and interval type 2 fuzzy logic controller. 

Finally, we have developed two fuzzy controllers: type 1 and interval type 2 fuzzy logic controller 

for multiple waypoints navigation.  
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Chapter V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

V.1. Introduction 

In this work, we have implemented some navigation tasks on the mobile robot pioneer 3AT 

available at the robotics laboratory of the Polytechnic Military School.  

Precisely, we made a deep comparison between type 1 FLC and Interval type 2 FLC in term of 

precision, robustness and computational time. To evaluate the performances of the aforementioned 

controllers, three scenarios are considered; firstly, go to goal problem, secondly, multiple 

waypoints navigation, thirdly, robustness analysis under modeling error and parameters 

uncertainties that can affect the mobile robot. In the third scenario, several disturbances are 

considered:  

- Modeling errors: deformation of one of the wheels (∆𝑅) and uncertainty in the mobile robot 

length (∆𝐿) of the mobile robot.  

- Localization errors: we consider odometry measurements on both wheels. With time, odometric 

localization accumulates errors in an unbounded fashion due to wheel slippage, floor roughness 

and discretized sampling of wheel increments. 

- Loss of efficiency of motors: when a motor is operated at variable load and/or varying speed, 

its efficiency can drop far below nominal value. 

- Wheel slip: in practice, the assumption “pure rolling without slip” is often violated due to 

various factors such as slippery floor, external forces, and so on. The wheel slip is one of the reasons 

making the tracking performance of non-holonomic WMRs reduce considerably. Thus control 

methods having the ability to overcome the undesired effects of the wheel slips must be taken into 

account.  

In order to consider all these faults and uncertainties for mobile robot during navigation, in our 

study, we have used the Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform (V-REP) as physical simulator, 

which provides an easy and intuitive environment to create our own virtual platform with. The V-

REP includes many popular robots, objects, structures, actuators and sensors. Furthermore, it 

provides the possibility to simulate all the faults and uncertainties illustrated in figure II-1. 
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In this chapter, simulation results and discussion are considered following three scenarios given 

below: 

- Navigation using the kinematic model of the DDWMR. 

- Navigation using the dynamic model of DDWMR. 

- Navigation using VREP simulator.  

V.2. Simulation using DDWMR kinematic model  

In the first time, we consider only the kinematic model of the mobile robot. Perfect velocity 

tracking is assumed to generate the actual vehicle control inputs as shown in figure V-1. 

 

Figure V-1: Global scheme of control with kinematic model of DDWMR 

V.2.1. Scenario 1: Go to goal (single waypoint) 

           

 (a) Result of Go to goal  with controller FLC1.        (b) Result of Go to goal  with controller FLC2.    
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(c) Robot x/y position (m).                                         (d) Robot orientation (radian). 

           

  (e) Tracking position errors (m).                                      (f) Tracking orientation errors (radian). 

 

                        (g) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                           (h) Linear velocity (m/s). 

     

  (i) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                       (j) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s).                                                                       

Figure V-2: Results obtained for the scenario: Go to goal. 
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As can be seen from figure V-2, the two controllers FLC1 and FLC2 are based respectively on type 

1 and interval type 2 fuzzy logic controllers provide similar results. Table V-1 confirms these 

results. 

Table V-1: Computational time comparison for the two controllers for single waypoint 

 FLC1 FLC2 

Mean (s) 0.018 0.1306 

Std (s) 0.014 0.0174 

Number of iterations 334 333 

Figure V-2 (a and b), illustrates the obtained results by the two controllers (FLC1 and FLC2) 

respectively. As can be seen, the mobile robot reaches the goal successfully with both controllers. 

Similar performances are obtained using T1 and IT2 FLC. Table V-1, confirms the obtained results 

by comparing the computational time of the two controllers using an i3 processor with 6Go of 

RAM. 

V.2.2. Scenario 2: Multiple waypoints 

In this simulation, the mobile robot should navigate to multiple waypoints. Four waypoints 

are considered to compare the behavior of the two controllers. From figure V-3, (a, b, c and d) the 

two controllers navigate to different waypoints successfully with similar performances even the 

interval type 2 controller contains additional step of type reduction. This result is confirmed by the 

table V-2 that compare the computational time of the two controllers. 

                  

     (a) Waypoints navigation with  with FLC1 controller.         (b) Waypoints navigation with  FLC2 controller. 
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(c) Robot x/y position (m).                                         (d) Robot orientation (radian). 

                 

                   (e) Tracking errors in position (m).                            (f) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

               

                       (g) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                           (h) Linear velocity (m/s). 

               

  (i) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                       (j) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s).                                                                       

Figure V-3: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation. 
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Table V-2: Computational time comparison for the two controllers for multiple waypoints 

 FLC1 FLC2 

Mean (s) 0.018 0.1285 

Std (s) 0.0132 0.0184 

Number of iterations 894 899 

V.2.3. Scenario 3 : Robustness analysis 

In this simulation, robustness of both controllers is evaluated face parameters uncertainties, 

modeling errors as well as localization errors.  

V.2.3.1. Modeling error  

In the first scenario, we consider an uncertainty on the length L of the robot model: ∆L = 30% 

was added in order to analyze the robustness of the controllers face modeling errors, the results are 

obtained in the figure V-4. 

                          

(a) Robot x/y position (m).                                 (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

             

                      (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                      (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 
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(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                            (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

          

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                    (h)Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-4: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation  (∆𝑳 = 𝟑𝟎%). 

From figure V-4, (a, b, c and d) the two controllers navigate to different waypoints successfully 

and similarly. We note that the fact of adding this uncertainty affect the two fuzzy controllers which 

drifts from its initial trajectory especially when new waypoint is considered. 

In order to observe well the effect of error modeling on the performances of waypoints navigation, 

we consider in the following experience another level of uncertainty on the radius R of the left 

wheel of the mobile robot with ∆R = 25% The obtained results are illustrated in figure V-5. 

                              

                             (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                            (b) Robot orientation (radian). 
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                     (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                             (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                            (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)                           (h)Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-5: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation(∆𝐑 = 𝟐𝟓%).  

From figure V-5, (a, b, c and d) the two controllers navigate to different waypoints successfully 

and quiet similarly. We note that the fact of adding this uncertainty affect the two fuzzy controllers 

which drifts from its initial trajectory especially when new waypoint is considered. This is 

confirmed by the increase of the navigation time for 900 s without uncertainty to 1200 s with radius 

uncertainty(∆R = 25%). 
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V.2.3.2. Localization error 

In this section, the robustness of controllers is evaluated face localization error. In order to 

better observe the effect of localization error on the performances of waypoints navigation, we 

consider that the differential drive mobile robot has an optical encoder for each wheel. The overall 

scheme for the localization and position control of a differential drive mobile is shown in figure V-

1. An odometry module for a mobile robot with noisy position estimation is used in this experiment. 

         

                           (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                     (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

             

                         (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                        (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

             

(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                                (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 
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                  (g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)                   (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-6: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints (uncertainties of localization 𝜶 =
𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟑). 

From figure V-6, (a, b, c and d) the two controllers navigate to different waypoints quiet similarly. 

We note that the fact of considering noisy position affect the two fuzzy controllers (Figure V-6 e 

and f) especially when new waypoint is considered.  

                

                         (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                          (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

           

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                            (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 
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(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                            (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)                (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-7: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (uncertainties of 

localization 𝜶 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟗).  

From figure V-7, (a, b, c and d) the two controllers navigate to different waypoints following noisy 

trajectories especially with the FLC1. Also, we note from (Figure V-7 e and f) that the fact of 

considering noisy position affect significantly the angular velocity provided by FLC1 and FLC2 

especially when new waypoint is considered. We can observe that the FLC2 require less navigation 

time comparing to the FLC1 to navigate to different waypoints. 

V.3. Results of dynamic model 

  In the previous work, the implemented controllers consider only the kinematic model of the 

mobile robot and ‘‘perfect velocity’’ tracking is assumed to generate the current vehicle control 

inputs. There are many problems with this approach; first, the perfect velocity tracking assumption 

does not hold in practice, second, disturbances are ignored. Thus, take in consideration the full 

dynamic model is very important for realistic simulation of the aforementioned controllers. We 

take into consideration the same scenarios. The overall control scheme of a dynamic model of 

DDWMR is shown in figure V-8. 
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Figure V-8: Global scheme of control with dynamic model of DDWMR. 

V.3.1. Scenario 1: Go to goal (single waypoint) 

                        

      (a) Go to a goal navigation with FLC1controller.   (b) Go to a goal navigation with FLC2 controller.    

                       

                          (c) Robot x/y position (m).                                     (d) Robot orientation (radian). 

       

                     (e) Tracking errors in position (m).                      (f) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 
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(g) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                         (h) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

               (i) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                       (j) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

       

(k) Right motor tension (volt).                                   (l) Left motor tension (volt). 

          

                      (m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                               (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-9: Results obtained for the scenario: Go to goal. 
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As can be seen from figure V-9, the two controllers FLC1 and FLC2 provide similar results. The 

table V-3 confirms this result, where computational time of both controllers is compared. 

Table V-3: Computational time comparison for the two controllers. 

 FLC1 FLC2 

Mean (s) 0.0179 0.1272 

Std (s) 0.0133 0.0194 

Number of iterations 321 323 

According to table V-3, the required time of the mobile robot to reach the final goal by the 

FLC1controller is shorter than that required forFLC2 controller and this is explained by the fact 

that the latter has the additional step of reducing type. 

V.3.2. Scenario 2 : Multiple waypoints navigation 

                                

(a) Waypoints navigation with FLC1controller        (b) Waypoints navigation with FLC2 controller . 

                       

(c) Robot x/y position (m)                                     (d) Robot orientation (radian). 
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(e) Tracking errors in position (m).                              (f) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

(g) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                            (h) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(i) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                         (j) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 

(k) Right motor tension (volt).                                                             (l)Left motor tension (volt). 
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(m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                         (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-10: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation. 

Table V-4: Computational time comparison for the two controllers for multiple waypoints. 

 FLC1 FLC2 

Mean (s) 0.0187 0.1307 

Std (s) 0.014 0.0174 

Number of iterations 797 814 

 

From figure V-10, (a, b, c and d) the two controllers navigate to different waypoints successfully 

and similarly. According to table V-4, the required time of the mobile robot to reach the final goal 

by FLC1 controller is less than the required time by FLC2 controller and this is explained also by 

the fact that the latter has the additional step of reducing type. 

V.3.3. Scenario 3 : Robustness analysis 

V.3.3.1. Modeling error 

In this simulation, an uncertainty on the length L of the mobile robot model: ∆L = 30% was 

added in order to analyze the robustness of the controllers face modeling errors, the results are 

obtained in the following figures: 

                       

(a) Robot x/y position (m).                             (b) Robot orientation (radian). 
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(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                       (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                       (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

     

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                  (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 

(k) Right motor tension (volt).                                                             (l) Left motor tension (volt). 
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(m) Right motor torque (N.m)                                    (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-11: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (∆𝑳 = 𝟑𝟎%). 

As shown in Figure V-11, both controllers presents suitable robustness face robot length 

uncertainty (∆L = 30% ). We consider in the next experience a significant uncertainty on the radius 

R of the right wheel of the robot with ∆RL = 25%.The obtained results are illustrated in figure V-

12. 

                         

                         (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                         (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

                    (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                             (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian 
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                          (e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                         (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

             

               (g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                   (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 

                       (k) Right motor tension (volt).                                             (l) Left motor tension (volt). 

         

(m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                               (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-12: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation(∆𝐑 = 𝟐𝟓%).  
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From figure V-12, (a, b, c and d) the two controllers navigate to different waypoints successfully 

and quiet similarly. 

In this simulation, we increase the uncertainty of the right wheel radius R with  ∆RL = 50% . The 

obtained results are illustrated in the following figures. As can be seen, the performances of the 

FLC1 based on type 1 fuzzy controller decreases significantly, in the other hand; good 

performances are obtained by the FLC2 based on interval type 2 fuzzy controller. Moreover, the 

mobile robot using FLC2 requires less navigation time to achieve different waypoints (Figure V-

13.c and d). Also, less energy is required by the FLC2 comparing to the FLC 1 as illustrated in 

(Figure V-13.k and l).    

 

                               (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                           (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

                    (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                               (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

                       (e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                                  (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 
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              (g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)                        (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 

                       (k) Right motor tension (volt).                                                (l) Left motor tension (volt). 

 
 

(m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                                (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-13: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation(∆𝐑 = 𝟓𝟎%).  

In this simulation, we increase the uncertainty of the right wheel radius R with  ∆RL = 60% . The 

obtained results are illustrated in the figure V-14. As can be seen, the performances of the FLC1 

based on type 1 fuzzy controller decreases significantly (long trajectory, increase of navigation 

time, more energy required), in the other hand; the FLC2 maintains suitable performances for good 

navigation.  These results confirm the robustness of the Type 2 Fuzzy Logic controller face 

significant parameters uncertainties. 
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                         (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                              (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

              (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                                 (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

                      (e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                                (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

           (g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                          (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 
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(k) Right motor tension (volt).                                               (l) Left motor tension (volt). 

   
 

(m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                              (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-14: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation(∆𝐑𝑳 = 𝟔𝟎%).  

V.3.3.2. Localization errors 

In this section, the robustness of controllers is evaluated face localization error using the full 

dynamic model of the robot. In order to better observe the effect of localization error on the 

performances of waypoints navigation, we consider that the differential drive mobile robot has an 

optical encoder for each wheel. The overall scheme for the localization and position control of a 

differential drive mobile robot is shown in figure V-8, an odometry module for a mobile robot with 

noisy position estimation is considered.  

As can be seen from Figure V-15, both controllers provide good results. 
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(a) Robot x/y position (m).                                    (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                       (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                        (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)                   (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 
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(k) Right motor tension (volt).                                           (l) Left motor tension (volt). 

 
 

(m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                        (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-15: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (uncertainties of 

localization 𝜶 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟑). 

V.3.3.3. Loss of efficiency  

In this section, the robustness of controllers is evaluated face loss of efficiency of one or two 

motors using the full dynamic model of the robot. In order to better observe the effect of Loss of 

efficiency on the performances of waypoints navigation we consider significant decrease of DC 

motor torque. The loss of efficiency of left and right motors can be modeled by two coefficients 

𝛼𝐿 and 𝛼𝑅 ∈ [0, 1] respectively.  

 

(a) Robot x/y position (m).                                  (b) Robot orientation (radian). 
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(c) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                         (d) Linear velocity (m/s).

 

(e) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).             (f) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 

(k) Right motor tension (volt).                                         (l) Left motor tension (volt). 

         

                        (m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                              (n) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-16: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (loss of efficiency of 

motors 𝜶𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟔,𝜶𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟏). 
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Figure V-17 represents the obtained results with significant loss of efficiency (αL =0.05, αR=0.005). 

As can be seen from this figure, FLC2 (IT2 FLC) performs much better than FLC1 (T1 FLC) (red 

trajectory in figure V-17 (a)). Moreover, the FLC2 based on type 2 fuzzy controller requires less 

time to achieve the different waypoints comparing to the FLC1 (Figure V-17 (c, d)). 

                   

                               (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                        (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                            (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

                          (e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                         (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 
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(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).             (h)Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 
(k) Right motor tension (volt).                                              (l)Left motor tension (volt). 

 
 

(m) Right motor torque (N.m).                                            (n)Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-17: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (loss of efficiency of 

motors 𝜶𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓,𝜶𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟓). 

V.3.3.4. Wheel slip 

 In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate the performances of the two 

controllers on the WMR model that include wheel slip dynamics. The proposed controller is 

validated based on waypoints navigation problem that is subject to longitudinal slips (for both 

wheels). Two scenarios are considered with different parameters, in the first case 𝛼𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =

1 (𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙), 𝛼𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 = 3(𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙), the obtained results are illustrated in figure V-18. As can 
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be seen from this figure, the Interval Type 2 FLC maintains good performances even with the 

presence of longitudinal slips (for both wheels), in the other hand, the performances of the Type 1 

FLC are reduced (poor precision). In the second case, we choose other waypoints, significant 

longitudinal slips is considered 𝛼𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 20, 𝛼𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 = 5, the obtained results are illustrated in figure 

V-19. In this case the Interval Type 2 FLC maintains good performances even with the presence 

of longitudinal slips (for both wheels), when the performances of the Type 1 FLC are reduced (poor 

precision). 

 

(a) Robot x/y position (m).                                             (b) Robot orientation (rad). 

 
            (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                  (d) Tracking errors in orientation (rad). 

 
                (e) Angular velocity (rad/s).                                   (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

Figure V-18: Results obtained with DDWMR navigation with slip dynamics (𝛂𝐋 = 𝟑, 𝛂𝐑 = 𝟏). 
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                  (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                  (b) Robot orientation (rad). 

 
           (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                       (d) Tracking errors in orientation (rad). 

 
                 (e) Angular velocity (rad/s).                                   (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

Figure V-19: Results obtained with DDWMR navigation with slip dynamics(𝛂𝐋 = 𝟓, 𝛂𝐑 = 𝟐𝟎). 

V.4. V-REP MODEL AND MATLAB/SIMULINK INTERFACING 

V.4.1. Virtual robot experimentation platform (V-REP)  

In our study, we have used the Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform (V-REP), as 

physical simulator, which provides an easy and intuitive environment to create a virtual platform 

and to include some popular robots, objects, structures, actuators and sensors. 

Virtual Robot Experimental Platform (V-REP) is the product of Coppelia Robotics [106] developed 

for general purpose robot simulation. The main characteristics of this simulator are:  a customized 

user interface and a modular structure integrated development environment. Modularity is in high 
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level both for simulation objects and control methods. The easy use of the development 

environment inside the simulator allows the creation of different robots and simulation scenarios. 

This capability permits the fast prototyping, algorithm design and implementation.  

V-REP simulation scene component or model is composed by the following objects:  

 Shapes: Shapes are triangular faced rigid mesh objects. These objects can be used in collision 

detections against other collidable objects and minimum distance calculations with other 

measurable objects. Shapes also can be detected by proximity and vision sensors.  

 Joints: Joints are the tools used for building mechanisms and moving object, which has at least 

one Degree of Freedom (DOF). There are four joints types, which are: revolute, prismatic, spherical 

and screw joints. The operation modes of joints are passive mode, inverse kinematic mode, 

dependent mode, motion mode and finally torque or force mode. Dynamic model of actuator can 

be modeled by enabling torque mode or force mode. 

 Proximity sensors: From ultrasonic to infrared, nearly all type of proximity sensors can be 

modeled to simulate proximity sensors. They estimate an exact distance from sensor to any 

detectable entity that interferes with its detection volume.  

 Vision sensors: Provide all renderable objects in simulation scene (colors, objects sizes, depth 

maps, etc.) and extract complex image information. A built-in filter and image processing functions 

simplify the use of vision sensors in simulation.  

 Force sensors: These sensors measure transmitted force and torque values between two or more 

objects. The force sensor principle can be modeled as real one, so that, they can even be broken 

under overshot force or torque values.  

 Graphs: Graphs objects are used to record, visualize and export data from simulation. The graphs 

feature in V-REP are very powerful, so that time graphs, x/y graphs and 3D graphs can be generated 

for data types applied to specific objects to be recorded.  
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 Cameras: Cameras are objects that can be used to monitor a simulation from different viewpoints.  

It can either add multiple view windows in one view window or attach each view to separate 

windows.  

 Lights: Lights are the objects that light the simulation scene and directly influence camera and 

vision sensors.  

 Paths: Paths are objects that define a rotational, translational or combined path or trajectory in 

space.  

 Dummies: A dummy is a type of object that can be defined as a reference frame or point of 

orientation attached to the object. They are useful especially for path-trajectory planning and 

following. Dummies are generally multipurpose helper object in combination with other objects. It 

must be noticed that alone they are not so useful.  

 Mills: Using mills, almost, any type of cutting volumes as long as they are convex can be 

modeled. Mills always have a convex cutting volume; however, they can be combined to generate 

a non-convex cutting volume or more complex volumes.  

The combination of above described scene objects allow the creation of complex sensors 

(accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS, Kinect, etc.), and complex models from manipulators to wheeled 

robots (figure V-20). There is a wide sensor and robot model library in VREP environment that 

can be added easily to the scene. In addition, it must be noticed that these models are fully 

customizable. 
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Figure V-20: The built-in V-REP robot models 

There are various control mechanisms to manage the behavior of each simulation objects. These 

controllers can be implemented not only inside of the simulation environment but also outside of 

the simulation environment. The main internal control mechanism is the use of child scripts, which 

can be associated with any element in the scene.  

For simulator in the loop configuration tests, V-REP offers also a method to control the simulation 

from outside the simulator by external implied controller algorithm. The controller, developed in 

remote API interface in V-REP, communicates with the simulation scene using a communication 

socket. It is composed by a remote API server services and a remote API clients. The client side 

can be developed in C/C++, Python, Java, Matlab or Urbi languages, also it can be embedded in 

any software running on remote control hardware or real robots, and it allows remote function 

calling, as well as fast data streaming. Functions support two calling methods to be adapted to any 

configuration: blocking, waiting until the server replies, or non-blocking, reading streamed 

commands from a buffer…. The schematic of this communication mode is shown in figure V.21. 

Plugins implement the API server inside V-REP for providing a simulation process with standard 

LUA commands. So they, generally, are used in combination with scripts. On the other hand, if 

there is need for either fast calculation case (compiled languages most of the time are faster than 

scripts) or an interface to a real device (e.g. real robot), the plugging provides special functionality. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure V-21: The remote API communication modes: (a) blocking function call, (b) non-blocking 

function call [22]. 

The interaction between objects in the simulation scene is calculated by various calculation modes. 

V-REP's dynamics module currently supports four different physics engines: the Bullet physics 

library [23], the Open Dynamics Engine [24], the Vortex Dynamics engine [25] and the Newton 

Dynamics engine [26]. At any time, it is easy to switch from one engine to the other quickly 

according to the simulation needs. The reason for this diversity in physics engine support is that 

physics simulation is a complex task, which can be achieved with various degrees of precision, 

speed, or with support of diverse features. 
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V.4.2. Matlab/Simulink and V-REP Interfacing  

 V-REP offers a remote API allowing to control a simulation from an external application. 

The V-REP remote API is composed by approximately one hundred functions that can be called 

from Matlab program. In our application the command and controller part are developed in Matlab 

when actuation and physical interaction part are created in V-REP. The general scheme of 

developed simulator can be seen in figure V.22.       

 

Figure V-22: General simulator operation diagram 

The control data is sent to Matlab where the entire communication process is completed. In Matlab 

remote, API functions and Matlab functions are integrated. Remote APIs interact with V-REP over 

socket communication to dramatically reduce network delays and load. Synchronization with V-

REP is also performed in this part of the simulation. In Matlab, the fuzzy controller gets commands, 

makes corrections, and sends that data to VREP to control left and right velocities of the PIONEER 

3DX robot's wheel motors. After that, PIONEER 3DX status data will be sent to the correction 

block in Matlab. In the main MATLAB, V-REP script gets the engine speeds from sends these 

values to the appropriate child model LUA scripts. Meanwhile, the main LUA script reads the 

odometer data from child scripts, obtains the absolute positions (x, y, z) and orientations (φ, θ, ψ) 

with the Euler angles and linear velocities and sends them to the Matlab application. Visualization 

of processed data is done in both Matlab and V-REP applications. 

V.5. V-REP Validation  

The aforementioned controllers FLC1 and FLC2 are validated and compared using V-REP 

simulator. This latter provides realistic simulation environment, moreover it gives more options to 

evaluate the performances of the both controllers under real scenarios (parameters uncertainties, 

localization error and loss of efficiency …). 

PIONEER 

𝑣𝑅 , 𝑣𝐿 
 

𝑥𝑑

𝑦𝑑

𝜃𝑑

 
{

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧
𝑉𝑥, 𝑉𝑦, 𝑉𝑧
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V.5.1. Scenario 1: Go to goal (single waypoint) 

 

Figure V-23: PIONEER 3DX in V-REP environment with single waypoint. 

 

(a) Robot x/y position (m).                                        (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                        (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

start 

(x,y)=(0,0) 

goal 

(x,y)=(3,2) 
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(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                        (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                      (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 
 

                          (i) Right motor torque (N.m).                                         (j) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-24: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Go to goal. 

In the first scenario, the go to goal behavior is considered using PIONEER 3DX robot from 

VREP simulator (figure V-23). From figure V-24, both controllers provides similar results with 

less navigation time by the FLC2 controller.  
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V.5.2. Scenario 2 : Multiple waypoints navigation 

 

Figure V-25: PIONEER 3DX in V-REP environment with multiple waypoints navigation 

                       

                              (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                     (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                      (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

waypoint1=(2,0) 

waypoint2=(2,2) 
waypoint3=(0,2) 

waypoint4=(0,0) 
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(e) Angular velocity (radian/s)                                                   (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)               (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-26: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation 

In this simulation, the mobile robot should navigate to multiple waypoints. Four waypoints 

are considered to compare the behavior of the two controllers. From figure V-26, the two 

controllers navigate to different waypoints successfully and similarly even the type 2 controller 

contains additional step of type reduction. 

V.5.3. Scenario 3 : Robustness analysis 

V.5.3.1. Modeling errors 

In this simulation, controller robustness is evaluated face parameters uncertainties. In this case 

using PIONEER 3DX robot from VREP simulator, in the first scenario we consider an uncertainty 

on the length L of the mobile robot: ∆L = 30% was added in order to analyze the robustness of the 

controllers face modeling errors. Illustrated results in figure V-27 confirm the robustness of interval 

type 2 controller against type 1controller.  
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(a) Robot x/y position (m).                                       (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                      (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                    (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 
(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).           (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-27: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation 

(∆𝑳 = 𝟑𝟎%). 
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In this simulation, controller robustness is evaluated face parameters uncertainties; we consider an 

uncertainty on the left radius wheel with ∆RL = 15%  (Figure V-28) then ∆RL = 25%  (Figure V-

29). As Illustrated in these figures, both controllers present similar performances face radius 

uncertainty with slight navigation time improvement by the FLC2. 

 

                               (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                    (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                                     (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

(e) Angular velocity (radian/s)                                                      (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 
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             (g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                       (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 
 

                           (i) Right motor torque (N.m).                                          (j) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-28: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (∆𝐑 =
𝟏𝟓%). 

 

                              (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                          (b) Robot orientation (radian). 
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                        (c) Tracking errors in position (m).                        (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 

(e) Angular velocity (radian/s)                                           (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                 (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 
 

                          (i) Right motor torque (N.m).                                             (j) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-29: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (∆𝐑 =
𝟐𝟓%). 
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V.5.3.2. Localization error 

In this section, the robustness of controllers is evaluated face localization error using V-REP 

simulator. In order to better observe the effect of localization error on the performances of 

waypoints navigation, we consider noisy odometry position.  

We consider : Position(x,y,θ)= Position(x,y,θ)+𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 ∙ randn 

The overall scheme for the localization and position control of a differential drive mobile robot is 

shown in figure V-8. 

Figure V-30 and figure V-31 illustrate the obtained results for waypoint navigation using both 

controllers using noisy position with 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0.1 and 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0.3 respectively. From these 

figures, we observe that both controllers provide good similar results with small position error. 

However, when this error increases (Figure V-31) the FLC1 performances decrease significantly 

(poor precision with considerable navigation time). In the other hand, the FLC2 based on interval 

Type 2 Fuzzy Logic Controller maintains good performances of navigation with suitable navigation 

time. 

 

(a) Robot x/y position (m)                                         (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                      (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 
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                          (e) Angular velocity (radian/s)                                          (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).                  (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-30: V-REP:  Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation 

(uncertainties of localization 𝜶 = 𝟎. 𝟏). 

             

(a) Robot x/y position (m)                                  (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 

(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                      (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 
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(e) Angular velocity (radian/s).                                          (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 

(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)                  (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

Figure V-31: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation 

(uncertainties of localization 𝜶 = 𝟎. 𝟑). 

V.5.3.3. Loss of efficiency  

 In this section the robustness of controllers is evaluated face loss of efficiency of one or two 

motors using V-REP simulator, in this experiment we consider medium (αL = 0.5, αR = 1) and 

high (𝛼𝐿 = 0.1, 𝛼𝑅 = 0.75) loss of efficiency. 

Figure V-32 represents the obtained results with medium loss of efficiency, from this figure, we 

observe that both controllers maintain a good robustness even the left motor loss 50% of its 

efficiency. The FLC2 presents quiet good results comparing to the FLC1.  

Figure V-33 illustrates the obtained results face high loss of efficiency, in this case the right motors 

loss 25% of its efficiency, when the left motor loss 90%. Poor performances are obtained by both 

controllers, the mobile robot reaches waypoints following long path with considerable navigation 

time.  
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(a) Robot x/y position (m).                                          (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 
(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                        (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 
(e) Angular velocity (radian/s)                                            (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 

 
(g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s)                 (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 
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                               (i) Right motor torque (N.m).                                 (j) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-32: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (loss of 

efficiency of motors 𝜶𝑹 = 𝟏,𝜶𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟓). 

 
                               (a) Robot x/y position (m).                                   (b) Robot orientation (radian). 

 
(c) Tracking errors in position (m).                     (d) Tracking errors in orientation (radian). 

 
(e) Angular velocity (radian/s)                                             (f) Linear velocity (m/s). 
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                     (g) Linear velocity of the right wheel (m/s).              (h) Linear velocity of the left wheel (m/s). 

 
 

(i) Right motor torque (N.m).                                            (j) Left motor torque (N.m). 

Figure V-33: V-REP: Results obtained for the scenario: Multiple waypoints navigation (loss of 

efficiency of motors 𝜶𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓, 𝜶𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟏). 

Table V-5 summarizes simulation results:  

Table V-5: Summary on the results of fuzzy controllers 

 
Scenario 1:  

Single 

Waypoint 

Scenario 2:  

Multiple 

Waypoints  

Scenario 3:  

Robustness Analysis 

Kinematic 

model 

The two 

controllers 

navigate go to 

goal 

successfully 

and similarly  

The two 

controllers 

navigate to 

different 

waypoints 

successfully and 

similarly  

∆𝐋 = 𝟑𝟎%: The two controllers navigate to 

different waypoints successfully and similarly, this 

uncertainty affect the two fuzzy controllers, which 

drifts from its initial trajectory especially when new 

waypoint is considered. 

∆𝐑𝑳 = 𝟐𝟓%: Same result as the previous one. 

Localization error: the two controllers navigate to 

different waypoints following noisy trajectories 

especially with the FLC1. The FLC2 require less 

navigation time comparing to the FLC1. 
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Dynamic 

model 

The two 

controllers 

FLC1 and 

FLC2 give 

similar results 

The two 

controllers 

navigate to 

different 

waypoints 

successfully and 

similarly. The 

FLC1 require 

less navigation 

time comparing 

to the FLC2. 

∆L=30%: both controllers presents suitable 

robustness face robot length uncertainty 

∆𝐑𝑳 = 𝟐𝟓%: The two controllers navigate to 

different waypoints successfully and similarly, the 

two fuzzy controllers drifts from its initial trajectory 

especially when new waypoint is considered. 

∆𝐑𝑳 = 𝟓𝟎%: The performances of the FLC1 

decreases significantly, good performances are 

obtained by the FLC2. The FLC2 comparing to the 

FLC1 requires the mobile robot using FLC2 

requires less navigation time to achieve different 

waypoints, less energy. 

∆𝐑𝑳 = 𝟔𝟎%: The performances of the FLC1 

decreases significantly (long trajectory, increase of 

navigation time, more energy required), the FLC2 

maintains suitable performances for good 

navigation.  These results confirm the robustness of 

the interval type 2 FLC face significant parameters 

uncertainties. 

Localization error: both controllers provide good 

results. 

Loss of efficiency (𝜶𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟔, 𝜶𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟏): both 

controllers provide similar and good results. 

Loss of efficiency (𝜶𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓, 𝜶𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟓): 

FLC2 performs much better than FLC1, FLC2 needs 

less time to achieve the different waypoints 

comparing to the FLC1. 

Wheel slip: FLC2 maintains good performances 

even with the presence of longitudinal slips (for 

both wheels), the performances of FLC1 are 

reduced.  
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VREP 

validation 

Both 

controllers 

provide similar 

results with 

less navigation 

time by the 

FLC2. 

The two 

controllers 

navigate to 

different 

waypoints 

successfully and 

similarly 

∆L=30%: both controllers present suitable 

robustness face robot length uncertainty. 

∆𝐑𝑳 = 𝟏𝟓% 𝐚𝐧𝐝 ∆𝐑𝑳 = 𝟐𝟓%: Both controllers 

present similar performances face radius 

uncertainty. With slight navigation time 

improvement by the FLC2. 

Localization error: both controllers provide good 

similar results with small position error. When this 

error increases, the FLC1 performances decrease 

significantly (poor precision and considerable 

navigation time). The FLC2 maintains good 

performances of navigation in suitable navigation 

time. 

Loss of efficiency of motors: both controllers 

maintain a good robustness. The FLC2 presents 

quiet good results comparing to the FLC1. 

A summary of performances analysis for both controllers is illustrated in table V-6 bellows. These 

parameters were obtained by the following calculation: 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ()  = ( 𝑠𝑢𝑚 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒)/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 )/100                      (V.1) 

With: 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = √(𝑥𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑜𝑡 − 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑖)
2
+ (𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑜𝑡 − 𝑦𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑖)

2
   

𝒊: Number of waypoints 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ()  = ( 𝑠𝑢𝑚 (𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 )/100                    (V.2) 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = √(𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒)2/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)               (V.3) 

𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = max (𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒)                                         (V.4) 

Fives scenarios of navigation using both controllers are implemented and compared. As can be 

concluded from this table, the Type 2 FLC (FLC2) performs much better comparing to the FLC1. 

Controllers’ performances evaluation face parameters uncertainties, loss of efficiency and wheel 

slip show the efficiency of the FLC 2 (good precision with small effective torque within suitable 
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simulation time) comparing to the FLC1. However, the presence of wheel slip leads to quiet similar 

poor performances for both controllers.   

Table V-6: Robustness analysis and controller performances 

Parameters of uncertainties Parameters quantification FLC1 FLC2 

 

Uncertainty on the radius R 

of the left wheel of the robot  

∆𝑹𝑳 = 𝟐𝟓%.. 

Time (sec) 799 815 

Error of distance (%) 0.184 0.027 

Error of orientation (%) 2.064 0.154 

Effective torque of the right motor (N.m) 0.100 0.088 

Effective torque of the left motor (N.m) 0.073 0.064 

Torque max of the right motor (N.m) 1.382 1.094 

Torque max of the left motor (N.m) 1.094 1.094 

Uncertainty on the radius R 

of the left wheel of the robot 

∆𝑹𝑳 = 𝟓𝟎%. 

Time (sec) 890 814 

Error of distance (%) 9.837 0.629 

Error of orientation (%) 29.95 2.344 

effective torque of the right motor (N.m) 0.14 0.085 

effective torque of the left motor (N.m) 0.551 0.051 

torque max of the right motor (N.m) 1.372 1.101 

torque max of the left motor (N.m) 1.094 1.094 

Localization error 

𝛂 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟑) 

Time (sec) 809 817 

Error of distance (%) 0.282 0.374 

Error of orientation (%) 3.604 2.316 

effective torque of the right motor (N.m) 0.099 0.106 

effective torque of the left motor (N.m) 0.107 0.086 

torque max of the right motor (N.m) 1.391 1.391 

torque max of the left motor (N.m) 1.391 1.391 

Loss of efficiency1 

(𝜶𝑳 = 𝟎. 𝟏, 𝜶𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟔) 

Time (sec) 797 820 

Error of distance (%) 0.825 0.269 

Error of orientation (%) 1.117 4.450 

effective torque of the right motor (N.m) 0.183 0.156 

effective torque of the left motor (N.m) 1.109 0.684 

torque max of the right motor (N.m) 1.900 1.875 

torque max of the left motor (N.m) 4.389 4.565 

Loss of efficiency2 

(𝛂𝐋 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓,  

Time (sec) 1038 823 

Error of distance (%) 30.84 8.613 
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𝛂𝐑 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟓). Error of orientation (%) 12.12 23.301 

effective torque of the right motor (N.m) 5.206 4.967 

effective torque of the left motor (N.m) 2.181 2.210 

torque max of the right motor (N.m) 12.59 12.809 

torque max of the left motor (N.m) 8.372 7.943 

Wheel slip1 

𝜶𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 = 𝟏,   

𝜶𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 = 𝟑 

 

Time (sec) 1148 1041 

Error of distance (%) 77.82 38.727 

Error of orientation (%) 29.28 2.157 

effective torque of the right motor (N.m) 0.799 0.832 

effective torque of the left motor (N.m) 0.522 0.689 

torque max of the right motor (N.m) 2.486 3.074 

torque max of the left motor (N.m) 2.122 2.532 

Wheel slip2 

𝜶𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 = 𝟐𝟎,   

𝜶𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 = 𝟓 

 

Time (sec) 1614 1591 

Error of distance (%) 315.3 282.21 

Error of orientation (%) 10.47 58.51 

effective torque of the right motor (N.m) 1.342 1.147 

effective torque of the left motor (N.m) 1.243 1.070 

torque max of the right motor (N.m) 5.219 4.884 

torque max of the left motor (N.m) 5.650 5.8488 

V.6. Conclusion 

 In this chapter, we made a comparison of type 1 FLC (FLC1) and Interval type 2 FLC (FLC2) 

to evaluate the performances of these controllers. This chapter includes also the description of V-

REP simulator and Matlab/Simulink, these latter will be used to validate and evaluate all the 

aforementioned scenarios: The command and controller part are developed in Matlab when 

actuation and physical interaction part are created in V-REP. Three scenarios were considered; 

firstly, go to goal problem, secondly, multiple waypoints navigation, thirdly, robustness analysis 

under modeling error and parameters uncertainties. Many uncertainties are considered a 

deformation of the radius of one wheel (R), uncertainty of the mobile robot length (L), uncertainty 

of the localization, loss of efficiency of motors and Wheel slip. Both controllers are evaluated and 

validated using three simulation scenarios as follows:  

- The kinematic model of the DDWMR. 

- The dynamic model of DDWMR. 

- VREP Validation.  
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 

In the majority of the research on the control of nonholonomic mobile robot, exact 

kinematic and dynamic models have been used. Such an assumption is, however, far from realistic 

in practice. An important issue for a real mobile robot design is the robustness consideration against 

possible modeling errors and uncertainties. The ideal constraints are never strictly satisfied, 

because in practical for the mobile robot, for various reasons there is violation of such assumptions. 

In practical standpoint models deviate from real systems due to perturbations such skidding of 

wheels and lateral slips (which violate the ideal nonholonomic constraints), unmodeled dynamics, 

parametric uncertainties in the models. In this context, we provide an efficient waypoint navigation 

solution for the DDWMR that is robust to face modeling errors and parameter uncertainties. 

First, we gave an overview of mobile robotics in general and DDWMR in particular. DDWMR has 

generated great interest over the past decade; this is mainly due to the increasing advancements in 

instrumentation and computation technologies and the advantages that WMR offers over other 

models of mobile robots. We presented a state of the art on the modeling, navigation and robustness 

analysis of the DDWMR robot. 

Then we described certain types of uncertainties encountered in the mobile robot that we used and 

modeled in our work (modeling error, location error, motor efficiency and wheel slip). Through 

the description of V-REP and Matlab / Simulink and V-REP Interfacing defining our application 

in our work. 

We have moved on to modeling the DDWMR; first, the kinematic model, then the full dynamic 

model of this mobile robot is developed with and without considering the wheel slip, which is very 

important when using odometry for locating the robot, this is by using the formulation of Lagrange. 

With the parameters necessary for the simulation which were presented. 

We provide an efficient waypoint navigation solution for the DDWMR that is robust to face 

modeling errors and parameter uncertainties. For this, two controllers are developed and 

implemented. Due to the effectiveness of fuzzy controllers in the navigation of mobile robots, we 

have presented an overview of type 1 fuzzy logic controllers and their limitations. We then 

presented the theory of the type 2 fuzzy logic controller and interval type 2. 
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In this work, two controllers (type 1 fuzzy logic and type 2 interval controllers) are implemented 

and compared to evaluate their performance with DDWMR navigation under realistic conditions. 

An in-depth analysis of the robustness of the two controllers is carried out under modeling error, 

parameter uncertainties, localization of errors, loss of efficiency and wheel slip. The proposed 

controllers are validated using the VREP simulator. The type 2 fuzzy controller compared to the 

type 1 fuzzy controller, especially when large errors and uncertainties are considered, performs 

well. 

In addition, the type 2 fuzzy controller can maintain proper navigation performance even in the 

presence of longitudinal skidding of the wheels. The type 2 fuzzy controller performance decreases 

when large wheel pads are taken into account. As a solution, an adaptive controller based on the 

estimation of the ground model will be studied and developed in our next work. 
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